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VOL. XXVI. NO
WE
Undersell all competitors in Un-
derwear. Imported Balbriggan,
25 ets. A GARMENT!
It will pay you to see our line be-
fore buying. We buy this line di-
rect from the importer.
Pe tree & Co.
•
NONE NEED WALK
NOWADF 
BUGGIES,
Phietons,
Surreys,
Carriages,
Spring Wagons,
Wagonettes,
Landeans,
Carts,
Drags
Great variety in our
repository on the see-:
ond floor Of Our store-
room. These vehicles
were selected with
great care, with a iew
to both
Style and
Economy!
A plessure to show
our gooda.
Forks &
Bro.
If you want a rulii
ber tired buggy we C1111
turn'sli you that, too.
i;1 undertake to fur-
nish you any and every
style cf vchiele ever
heard of; and what is
still more to the point,
We will sell them
at a price to
suit your purso!
Phtons,
Surreys,av:: Carriages,
Spring Wagons,
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Landeans, - Carts,
Drags, Harness, Etc.
FORBES &
Tezz.t.13.. Main. Stes.
Tim rinninnTzaiArnmsninivmtrinnEsnrAmm
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AWFUL FATE.
Brakeman Falls from
a Train.
HORRIBLY MUTILATED.
Gory Parts of the Body Scat-
tered Hid a Mile.
M. L. Anderson, a brakeman on
freight train No. 64, on the Henderson
division of the Louisville & Nashville
Railroad, was instantly killed Friday
morning, about midway between the
Chulutrille creasing and the iron bridge,
Seuth of this city.
The fearful accident happened Frick y
morning between 1:30 cud 2 o'clock.
Train 64 is a through freight which
pusses over this division, each morning,
from Nashville. Tenn., to Howell, lud.
Andenson was middle brokeman. Sev-
eral of the crew remembered to have
seen him while the train was pulling
out of Casks'.
This was the last time anyone saw
him alive.
Shortly after day break, Wilson West,
colored, left his home in the Southern
outskirts of town and started for the to-
bacco factory, in which he works.
About three hundred yards from the
first mile post, he noticed on one of the
rails a bloody hand.
Farther on he saw sticking to tie.
rail torn flesh and parts of clothing.
Startled at his ghastly find, West hur-
ried to town to tell the news. All along
the track for the distance of half a mile,
he found parts of a luau's bony welter-
ed.
Near a cattle guard he came acmes
the most horrible eight of all—the body
and head of the dead brakeman.
The employee at the L. & N. Matter'
were informed by West of what he had
'Recovered. They Pl1111111011.41 the Corn-
nor, who went to the wetly of the neve
dent anti held tut helmet.
The Meowing verdict Was Muni's! ;
"Wee, the jury, fliel the leely Isefore
OA to bri that of M. le. Anderoon, who
eatue to hie death I/ falling between
cars on the I,. tit N. track, about one
mile Sleuth of Ilopkinsville."
All the fragment* of the body that
could be fund were placed on a hand
ear, brought to the depot and laid in a
coffin.
The victim of the horrible accident
WKS about twenty-five years old. He
lived with his father and mother at Ba-
kers, Tenn., and had been in the em-
ploy of the road only a short tune. He
was unmarried.
Trading Ailey, Vale!
"Trading alley" must go, says the
Hopkinsville City Council. Farther
back than the recollections of the "oldest
inhabitant" extends Trading Alley has
been a great institution in Hopkinsville,
as it is in all county seats the size of
Hopkinsville and smaller, says the Lou-
isville Post. There is where all the
country people meet to trade horses once
each mouth. In trading alley can be
found on county court day hone* and
HOOPS of every dewription Imaginable
one run hay a hone to stilt Id. puree,
He ran get a hone anywhere nom $11
up to pi or $7,1, but hone* worth more
thee Bud art, me taken there to he die
Weed of. It I. ito trouble to ists, homes
swapped and ett or 50 cents boot paid,
and in the course of a day a $5 homelier
eeen known to have had as !natty as fif-
differvut owners.
l'y Brown Talks.
The Hon. Cyrus M. Brown, the orator
and statesman and Republican Repro-
oentative from Christian county in the
lust Legislature, is in the city on his
way to Washington, Faye a Louisville
paper. Mr. Brown is one of the origi•
nal MeKinley mea in Kentucky, ii1141
mays It Is now MI over but the Autunite,
"A hot fight Is styling on to the Feet Ale
toilette thatrite between Wain, Illehep,
White end Yemenite for the Doetterulle
tit fill the viteattey emoted ley
the death itf 'ledge J. It Greet+. I think
Diahup will win the talieleation, welch
is equivalent to an ebetion. The free
ailverites are very active in Christian
county and are making a strong fight
for the delegation to the State conven-
tion."
Ed neat intial A seor Jai ion.
The annual meeting of the Kentucky
Educational Association '.t ill convene at
Newport on June 23, and remain in ses-
sion three days. Th.. program et an
elaborate one. Numerous educators of
renown will be present from all parts of
the country. All the railroads through-
out the State will give reduced rates
RENSHAW--CRABTREE.
oci Thursday night, May 14th, Mr.
Edgar Renshaw and Idiss Charlie Crab-
tree were joined in wedlock in the prem-
enee of a number of intimate friends
and relative*.
The wedding took place at the home
of the bride's mother, Mrs. Pernecia
Crabtree, two miles from this city on
the Clarksville pike. The tastily deco-
rated parlor was well filled by the
guests whin Mr. Renshaw and Miss
Crabtree ;entered the room. They were
met by Rev. J. W. Mitchell, pastor of
the Christian church, who in a brief but
impressive manner pronounced the
words that linked the two for life.
The groom is in business with his
father, Mr. J. M. Renshaw, and is a
young gentleman of fine commercial in-
stincts. His exemplary habits and in-
tegrity are well-known, and he deserves
the happiness of winning the hand and
heart of so charming a lady The bride
is comely and talented and very popular
in a large circle of friends. Among the
persona present it the ceremony were,
Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Jackson, Mr. and
Mrs. C. A. Brasher, Mr. George Croft
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Bowles, Mrs, Bowling, Misses Pmwse,
Morrow, Crabtree and Gray; Messrs.
Frank Prowee, J. M. Renshaw, W. T.
Fowler, Polk Renshaw, Tom Morrow,
Jr., and others.
RA 
i Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
Weries tem Mons teems sae Meioses.
GOOD TIKE, OF CONVICTS.
Judge L. C. Linn Renders An
Important Deeiblon.
Judge L. C. Linn, special judge of
Lyon county mart, presiding in the
place of Judge James Breathitt, of rhis
city, passed Saturday upon the question
of fortiture of good time of convicts in
the State prisons.
C. M. Graves, a convict sent fron
Madison county, January 1579, for man-
slaughter, for eighteen years, applied by
his attorney, Sam C. Molloy, for his re-
lease under a habeas corpus, on the
ground that his time had expired. The
warden, J. H. Happy, responded by ease
Mg that he had escaped from the prison
mud had thereby forfeited his good time
given hen under the law. The ease
was hoard by the court and Graves re-
leased, the court deciding that the clerk
of the State prison had no right to act
under the prison rules and without1
trial to deduct the good tune allowed
convicts under the statutes.
Graves is a brother to the Graves who,
with Alsop, some years ago made inch
a daring escape from the Frankfort
peewit.
WHEN NATURE
geode ateistauce it may be best to ren•
der it promptly, but one should remem-
ber to use even the most perfect reme-
dies only when needed. The best and
most simple and gentle remedy is the
Syrup of Figs, manufactured by the
California Fig Syrup Company.
—do .411115.—
BROAD LINES.
How the Association
Is Founded.
FEES FOR MEMBERSHIP.
A Ma'ter of Intercst to All
Citizens.
It would be difticult to find a city
North of the Ohio riverean large. as Hop-
kinsville that does not posse's money kind
if a library open to the public. An 4.at•
test endeavor he How being inase. to
14111141 up a goest library in this city.:
'L'w40 1111111th. ilgO II WKS ral11.11
and 141411114y A 0114 5.114111III formed, e4
1111pOilliod ineettbership,
terery mut hewn+ (stunts. It la the ie.
trution of the ilirtietore to found this
his Library Asiandatinu Mon
broad lilies, so 11114 it will be net only
an educational aid but a credit to the
city.
They desire to raise. funds to build a
house of their own with library and
reading rooms open every day and even-
ing, and to make them rooms as attract-
ye as possible, (specially to the younger
members. The committee on lectures is
already at work and will endeavor to
prevent as flee a course of lectures and
entertainments next meson as has ever
been presented in Hopkinmville. The
Association has been incorporated and
he constitution and by-laws printed,
and Ispecial work laid out for the dif-
ferent committees. At the monthly
fleeting for May, it was decided to go
ahead at once and rent rooms for the
the present and thins show to the citizens
that the members are in earnest and
desire to have something tangible to
show for their work.
It was Mao derided to ask the citiseno
for tontributiono of stetted', books, or
gift, of motley If they prefernsel. The'
floe for ittemberehip 'wren...tee will by :
For all 11111114141 1111.1411101111111) Otte), for a
family membership for out+ year $it
mid for a life membership Pt Mr. J.
S. Moore, the tkeretary, is now reedy to
motet. the sulateriptions of membene
and it is to be hoped that our citizeur
will restpond promptly and generously to
this work, which should need no words
to commend itself to the people of our
city.
It is Aro expected that the lecture
will be so successful thut quite a fund
will be derived from this source, which
will also be added to the library fund.
In this way, those who purchase. lect-
ure tickets will not only have the bene-
fits and rite/menet now to be had from
he meow, but will alto Mel the Illernry
total?,
The Morey, r) Salmi Ili. Lit".
Mr. Vaillootto, Druggist,
111., says: "To Dr. King's New
Oeseetvery 1 ewe my life. Wm tosken
with 1st Grippe and tried all the physi-
cians le .1* tailor ulout, but Id no avail
anti wito given up and told I could me
live. Having Dr. King's New LAMM'.
dry in my stun. I seta for a bottle and
begun Its me and from the first dote,
began to get better, and after using three
bottles was up and about again. It is
worth its weight In gold. We don't
keep store or house without it." Get a
free trial at R. C. Hardwick's drug
store.
• A BIG FIRE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW IRA)
Eddyville, Ky., May 16.—Fire within
the wells of the branch penitentiary at
at 8 o'clock yesterday evening caused a
loss of $1130,000 to the variocut industries
in which the convicts are employed.
The main prison building was not
burned, and the convicts were kept con-
fined in their cells.
The fire started from an unknown or-
igin in the boiler nom of the Southern
Shoe Company, and quickly 'Tread to
other near-by buildings. The big brick
building occupied by the Southern Shoe
Company, and valued at $10,000, was
destroyed. The lose was also total on
the Southern Shoe Company's stock and
machinery, estimated at $50,000.
The flames spread to and destroyed
the building, niachinery and part of the
stock of the Southern Broom Company,
causing $10,000 loss, and also damaged
the Eddyville Wagon Material Company
$10,000.
The fire will put 660 idle convicts on
the hands of the already overburdened
Commissioners of the Sinking Fund.
About half of the 1,200 prisoners at
Frankfort are already idle, while the
other half may be out of employment
within a few days.
Why stiffer with Coughs, Colds and
ImGrippe when Laxative Bromo
Quinine will cure you in one day. DOOR
not produce the ringing in the head
like Sulphate of Quinine. Put up in
tablets convenient for taking. Guaran-
teed to cure, or money refunded. Price
lb Cents. For sale by L. L. Elgin, Hop
kinsville, Ky. dem
BOARD WILL RETALIATE,
A Hot Fight On Over the In-
surance Rates.
similar measures in future
town that ineremses the tax.
The Louisville Times, of )'rider,
has the following to nay of the lute in-
surance row in this city :
"The troubles which have been r.gltet•
ing the lee :,1 board at lIopkinevIlle fie
:erne tune have been settled. A epee iul
meeting of the Executive Committee u
the K. and T. Board was held thin week,
to consider the matter, and a deltwation
from the Hopkinsville Board was pres-
ent. After hearing the arguments of
the committee the memberi of the beard
came to the conclusion that their poet.
lion was wrong, and agreed to weept
the. suggestions of the committee. These
were to the effeee that the expelled firm
re•itisteted, end that wine of the fines
impooteri bee remitted. The derision wee
that the loyal loonh was right lit tee
premise*, lent heel eseetteled Its authority.
Anode of this there hew been nee frietion
at liopkinoville, and no further
Is teethed for
Itopkineiville citizens were jubilant
few weeks ago when the NEW ERA an-
nounced that insurance rates on city
property had been made considerably
cheaper.
At recent meetings of the City Coun-
cil ordinances were passed requiring
both life 1111(1 fire Insurance companies
doing business in the city to pay license.
A number of other towns in the State
adopted the measures to tuerea.se
the revenues. This is what caused the
trouble, and now a hot fight is on be-
tween the Kentucky and Tennessee
Board and thee*. towns.
Hopkinsville, Catlettsburg and Rich-
mond are the principal places involved,
but there tire quite a number of smaller
towns that will be drawn into the etruir-
Ale. As soon as these ordinances were
Pearled the it . and T. Board took the
matter up. After mature consideration
it was decided to make an advatiee tim
rates propel tionate with the increased
Oconee in each town. Accordingly, on
June 1 rates will go up in the toe ns
named. In Catlettsburg and Richmond
the advance will probably be about 23
per cent., while in Hopkinoville it Mill
not be so great. The board will adopt
with every
bee 7 s as Mel, fru .• Cautt•KL
When ails was • eiditl, stt• enc..' fur 4...)40,..tris
Alton 11,0 t..^c•me RI" the Hoar to ir.storta
Wham 'Le oad etAktria. it* elm,U..ss (.Nra-ria
Improved Ord. r of itt.d
Arrangements are nearing completion
for a permanent organization of a tribe
of the Improveel Order of Red Men in
this city shin thy.
A team, celebrated for its fine work,
has been engaged to come up from Nash-
ville and exemplify the secret work.
They will give u parade in full costume
on horseback and execute a scalp doter
on their arrival on the night of institu-
tion.
A preliminary tneeting of thew,
already on the lest will is. held either
Monday or Tweets/ night.
of 111.5.111w will be summered later, At
this meeting the oriel it, objects, efe
it II) It4i fully explelieed end every title
littereeted, even thungli lie has met sign
o,1 the (limier het, is eorelielly invited
to attend and hoar the "talk," and NM
then Nevelt+ mention if they desire.
Mr. Metidenhull, the Great Sachem,
has recanted from Augusta, where he
attended the annual mNeing,and wishes
to perfect all arrangements so the cere-
monies cue take place the latter part of
next meeting. The precise rate will be
set at their preliminary meeting Monday
or Tuesday. The prospects are that they
will have 66 or ;0 charter 'newton'.
Tired people ate tired because tiny
have 4. sheusted their otreetittle The
only way for Birth to get peeing is to
eat primer heel,
mallet Is 11411 tilt ittneigth rootlet
made easy with Shaker thiteetive Cole
trent fetal alter illititotion Iii is, tteetletit
People who get leo tired, die. Lite ie
otrength. rtsMi is tilt, of strength.
Food tit Hot foot( Until it is (116ftvitud.
r thin, exhausted, sick mut-
terers film, indigestion, can be cured by
the DAC of Shaker Digestive' Cordial.
It will revive their spent energies, re-
fresh and invigorate them, create new
courage, endurance and strength, all by
helping their stoinachs to digest their
food.
It aids nature, and this is the best of
it. It gives immediate relief and, with
perseverence, permanentle cures.
Sold by druggists. Trial bottle ten
cents.
Are After Asphalt.
It is believed by the people at Fair-
view that an alphalt bed is located on
the farm of Dr. Robert Armstrong.
Waite digging a well, sometime ago,
Dr. Armstrong at the distance of 36 feet
struck a bed of some black substance
which it is thought that the drills
could not penetrate and which burns
similar Ito coal tar. F. B. Gross-
cup, a geologist from Charleston, W.
Va., is now in Fairview investigating
the discovery.
Backe'', armies save.
The Best :Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Meerut,
Fever Sores, Tettee, Chapped Hands
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It its guaranteed to give
perect sutisfacion or mone.y refunded.
Prife 26 centa per box. For Sale by P
0. Hardwick Hopkiniville Ky,
APB.
A Remarkable Woman.
Mrs. L. A. Coleman, of Hopkinsville,
who is 95 years old, is visiting Mrs. Bet-
tie Kenner, near Pembroke. Although
Mrs. Colonial' is within two years of the
century mark, she is still active. Her
mental faculties is as good as when she
was forty. She can write a letter bettee
than most young people.—Fairview Re-
view.
Rheumatism Cured la a Dl),
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia radically cares in 1 to 8 days.
Its action upon the system in remarkable
and mystorons. It removes at once the
cause and the disease immediatety dis-
appears. The first dose greatlo benefits; •
76 cent.. Sold by It. U. Hardwick Drug-
giet llopkiasville.
MAY ADVANCE ANOTHER CYCLONE.Ispeciee TO NEW ERA]
Louisville, Ky., May 15.—Five per-
sons, Alexander Jones, his wife. and
three children, were killed by a cyclone
On 
which passed over Elva, Marshall, coun-
Companies Kick un ty, Ky.. at one o'clock yesterday morn-
ing. The same cyclone struck the vil
Being Taxed. lage of Symmtlia, Gravest, matey, de
molishing two churches, El whool house,
two stores and other buildings and
slightly injuring several people. Many
bares and small buildings in the path of
the storm were destroyed. The cyclone
was about 300 yards wide, and is de
scribed by those who saw it as a blue
blaze accompanied by a tierce black
cloud. Marshell and Nernaha counties,
in Kansas, were also sevept by a cyclone,
yesterday afternoon. Five persons+ were
killed at Frankfort, ill Marshall county,
while at Smece some of the handsomest
buildings of the place were destroyed
and many persons injured.
Capt. Sweeney, U. S. A.,
San Diego, Cal . Kays: "Shiloh's Ca-
tarrh Remedy is the first medicine 1
have ever found that would do me any
good." Price 50c.—For sale by R. C.
Hardwick.
A NEW CHUCH.
[SPISCIAL TO NEW erre}
Louisville. May 18.—About $26,000
was subscribed at the mornieg service
at the Broadway M. E. Church, South,
yeetereley for a new building to be entre
eel on the Kite of the present edifice.
Work on the new structure, which is to
post alout $40,000, will be commenced
la a few weeks.
Are lots Made
miserable, by Indigestion, Constipation,
Dizziums, 1,om of Appetite, Yellow
Skin? Shiloh' Vitalizer is i, positive'
eure.—For sale by R. C Hardwick.
ONLY 357 AGAINST HIM.
[srzeeee. TO NEW ERA]
Washington, D. C , May 18.—Gov.
McKinley now has ee7 instructed votes
for the presidential nomination. The
other candidates have : Rood, 99: Mor-
ton, 62; Idneee 56 'trainee, 18; CnIloni,
12; Allison, 41 ; doubtful, 71.
Are Yen Dee
Of those unhalpy people who are suffer-
ing with weak nerwee, starting at evers-
slight sound, unable to endure any un-
usual disturbaum, finding it impossible
to sleep? Avoid opiate and nerve com-
pounds. Feed the nerves upon blood
made pun. and nourishing by the great
blood purifier and true nerve tonic,
Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Rootlet Pill'. an the teed after-dinner
pills, moist digestion, prevent -.nstipu.-
(lout. lie.
ARE AFTER IT.
GFacey and Cadiz
May Be Joined.
E EMT INE WANTED.
Col. Vaughn Asked to rush the
Enterprise.
Grarey and Cadiz may be joined by
aim ebe•tric ruilioad.
The. people who live along the line of
the prepowd roil and in ;the terminal
tower. are geitig eariteetly to work to
Irtitot about this &Oriel eiel and there
lo mod remelt Its believe that they it III
'wooed, They have written toe'''. W.
It. Vaughn, the well-known promoter
who effete t,m coumsiruet a torte t railway
in this city, requesting him to take hold
of and puell the matter.
It is undentood that the citizens in
the station of country through which
the propelled line will sun if built, will
give $100.000 in bonnet* to the enter-
prise according to theClarkerville Times.
The road would probably cost $15,000
per mile to build and equip it, making a
total cost of $150,000. A pike. runs from
tirseey te Carlin, and the route. of the
line 'sunlit awnlitlere be along this high -
it
In tills teillitis.11011 is OP f011OW lug
item front int, hist Issue by the Collet
Teleplutite " suggest to the Cadet
eiltertiay that they invite
V engitit to tone. mu.l invelitistat Colts
as the ideal plate, to ciii, Inst it it
It is prOpliblki to omelette ;mid in.
corpus:Ito time Southern PI Inuit ing
Compuny with a cepital of $2.10,000. If
that amount of stock is subscribed for,
and there is no retionul TellF011 why it
may not be, such an amount would take
Cadiz into the les•ene, thus connecting
Cadiz with Clerkei Hopkineville,
and a number of thriving wayside vie
lagese. The project is v. orthy of im-
mediate. investigation.
P111. Do Not Core.
Pills do not cure constipation. They
only aggravute. Karl's Cloves Root Tea
give* perfect regularity of the bowels.
—For sale byR. 0. Hardwick
A PERSONAL ENCOUNTER.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Lexington, Ky., May 18.—The city
was very much stirred up this morning
by a personal encounter between Col.
Hodges, the editor and proprietor of the
"Observer," a paper published in this
city, and Hon. Milton J. Durham, the
well-known ex-Auditor of the Treasury.
Mr. Durham attacked Col. Hodges, but
friends who happened to be near inter-
fered before either could do the other
any injury. The trouble. grew out
of an article that Col. Hodges
had in his newspaper in regard
to Secretary Carlisle and the gold men.
Mr. Durham told Col. Hodges that he
regarded his attacks on the Secretary as
unfair and cowardly, and the Colonel
resented the remark. It is feared that
further trouble may arise between thew
gentlemen.
are for Headache.
Ate a remedy for all forme of headache
Electric Bitters has proved to he' the
vers best. It e.ffects a permanent cure
and the most dreaded habitual sick
headiu•hesi yield to its influenee. We
urge all who are *Mice-el to preware a
bottle, and give this remedy a fair trial.
In caste of habitual constipation Elec-
tric Bitters cure, by giving the needed
tone to the bowels, a few case long re-
sist the WO of this medicine. Try it
once. Only fifty mute at R. C. Hard-
wick's drug store.
113 A STORM!
Hundred and Seven-
ty-Five Killed.
DEATH LIST GROWING
The bicycle' girl is uet p sar so shy as
the borne ehe scans. That le --earns of
them are not.
A at many American horses ire
now being shipped to Europe in the
shape of "canned beef." •
The job of christianizing China should
be let to the lowest bidder, but Japanese
missionaries might do it more effectually
than any others.
It is said that the bicycle has put an
end to horse-stealing, as it has had the
effect of making horses almom worth-
less property.
When your Uncle Sam begins to ithip
hit wheat and corn across the pudcUe,
Personal Lncounter Bet 
the European bankers will have to den
ween out Iota of the yellow metal
Cols. Hodges i,nd Durham.
WALLIAT'S CLEAN BREAST.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Fort Worth, Texas, May 18.—Nearly
100 lives are reported lost by a cyclone
in Texas; yesterday, and the reports are
still incomplete. The cyclone struck
Sherman at 4 :30 o'clock yesterday after-
noon and completely demolished the
Western end of the town. No accurate
estimate of the loos of life could be
made, bet it is believed that between
thirty and forty people were killed. Be-
sides these it is believed forty people
were killed near Sherman. At Howe,
eight persons were killed and others in-
jured. Four were killed at Grtbble
Springs.
LATER.
TO NEW ERA]
Sherman, Texas., May 18.—Last night
and early this morning it was reported
that the loss of life caused by the storm
that pained ;over this State yesterday
would reach:a hundred, and it was hop-
ed that this was an exageration, but it
was far too small. All day reports have
been comiug in from towns all
over the !State, and it is now
known thatr173 persons have perished,
as the bodies of that many have been
found. There is no 'lling how high the
list may reach by the time all the bodies
are recovered. At various towns over
the State people are dying hourly from
injuries received in the storm, stud it can
not yet be toldwho will reenveriand who
will die, as time alone eon tall as to the
wriouniems Of the wounds reeteived by
many persons. The oottrelsoutie at this
the place is filled with dead boding, and
many of the wounded who belong to she
poorer °lame* amid whose homes were
destroyed by the cyclone have also been
taken there to be cared for. The list of
the dead in this city will besomewhere
between thirty and fifty—the exact
number not being known at present, se
many who are seriously injured may
die to-day or to-morrow.
From all over the State come eimiler
reports, and it is said that the number
killed at Fort Worth will finally be
greater than at this place. The number
killed there is reported to be in the
neighborhood of sixty. The people there
are all so excited by the horrible scenes
that it is exceedingly hard to secure def-
inite information. The cyclone struck
that place about 4 :30 o'clock in the af-
ternoon, and wiped out the entire west
end of the city. The sight was terrible
to behold, and the people ran about the
city as if they had all gone mad. No
attempt his yet been made to estiniste
the loss of property.
Between fifteett and twenty towns in
the State am eittitieleted devastated.
wiped Minitel trout the facti"of the earth,
and in them towns Ito estimate of the
deaths can be made until a thorough
search of all the ruins shall have been
completed. In some instances homes
were blown down and everybody tiring
in them were killed. In some cased a
whole family is found dead under the
ruins of their house.
Parties have gone from here and from
Fort Worth to the smaller towns to as-
sist in the evork of recovering the dead
bodies and reallnlitilf the wounded to
place. wets they can les taken mire of,
Metered aid la very much lit dentate.% Iii
the *mallet towns, and phyalelatto and
rummies have' gone front the lamer
mem where, they eau be seared to aid in
treating the wounded in the interior of
the State.
The storm struck this place on the
Southwest corner, and passing through
the. Western portion of the city, made a
path fully 100 yards wide, blowing
,!own housesereesfences, in fact,every-
thing in front of it.
It will be several days before it is
known exactly how many people per-
ished in the State, but it is feared that
the list will amount to, possibly, three
or four handred. The suffering can not
le de !scribed.
A new theory in the treatment of
youglue lung and bronchial affections
has been advanced by the manufactur-
ers of Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey. It is
truly a wonderful remedy. All dealers
sell it on a positive guarantee. For sale
by R. C. Hardwick.
DIED AT GADSEN.
Mrs. Pettis, Nee able Berta Mc-
Comb, Died Saturday.
Mrs. Will Pattie formerly MUM Berta
MeComb, died Saturday at .Gladsen,
Alabama. The announcement will be
rewired with deep regret by the friends
and relatives of the dead girl in this
city. She was lovable and cultured and
her untimely death will be deplored
wherever she was known.
Before her marriage to Mr. Pettis, of
Nashville, she visited Mrs. Charles Jar-
rett every summer and was very popu-
lar in the town's social circles.
The death was not exported. Mrs.
Pettis had been ill from fever for about
ten days, burnone of the family or phy-
sieians considered her condition as se-
nom. She was twenty-three years old.
The funeral will probably take place in
Nashville.
The But Cough Care
is Shilohe Cure. A neglected cough is
dangerous. Stop it at onceti „A Shiloh's
Cure.—For sale by R. C. ick
A Chicasse paper tells of a dog ii ;I at
city that is so well-bred that he 'es er
eats without his collar. The dug di loot
learn the habit in Chicago.
South Carolina made only et I Ce
last year out of her liquor busines.
Govereor will have to take to i.g.:}g
smaller glasses awl putting on ice re
foam.
Li Haug Chang may have Mat ties
Yellow Jacket and the Blue Ntektir,
but if the reports of his fabulous; wealth
be true, it is certain that he has held on
to all the "Long (it Ndi- that came his
way.
The Sultan of Turkey pays little at-
tention to the diplomats who pneest
against his treatment of the Anneteene.
A few war ships would have more in•
fiteuice with the Sultan than all the di-
plomats in Europe could have.
The 34,000 aluminum medals are beirg
delivered to the living representatives
of exhibitors who received awards at
the Columbian Exposition, which, ac-
cording to tradition, was held in the
city of Chicago at an earlier period in
the present century. Then medals are
to continue to be handed down as
valuable heirlooms.
The friends of ex-Gov. Boles, of Iowa
clam that he will be much stronger in
the Chicago convention than Mr. Bland,
The Louisville Courier-Journal ought to
be for Mr. Boles, as Mr. Wattenson fair-
ly tore his hr in the last Democratic
national convention because the Ken-
tucky delegation did not all vote for the
Iowa man. The Courier-Journal has,
however, fallen upon its knees before
the golden calf since 1892.
The Cubans desire to govern them-
selves, but Spain claims they are not
able to do it. At one time the Ameri-
cans were not supposed to be
able to govern themselves, but they
have managed to get along pretty well
alit.TheCubane ought to be given the
right to try their hand at /self-govern
ment, and by the aid of yellow fever
they may be given the opportunity that
they so long far by the time the fever
season is et an end.
That fear is a potent agent in prosier,-
ing nervous dioceses nearly akin to the
malady dreaded, is shown by the cam
of a woman who resided in New York,
and who, being bitteu by a dog, worried
herself to death over a four of hydro-
phobia. A number of other persons who
were bitten by the same dog are now
alive and well. Few people realize how•
much their imagination has to do with
with their feelings, their physical con-
dition.
HOW'S THIS?
We offer one bemired dollars reward
for any case of catarrh that cannot be
cured by Ball's Catarrh Cure.
F..1. CHENEY & 00. PrODR.
';r0lea0, 0.
We the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and be-
lieve him perfectly honorable in all
busiuess transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by their firm.
West & Truax, wholesale druggists,
Toledo 0
Welding. Kir in ee Marvin, sheets.
able druggist., eoleno, Ohio.
Halle catarrh Caro is taken 11144W.
nally sing directly upset the blend
and tnaceets newest. of the eyetee
Price ;to ;we battle, Sold by all drew
gestat. Teetintoutake free.
Hall's Family Pills are the beet.
11 has gotten ao that a Congressman's
value to his constituency is mematetel by
the sise of the appropriations that he can
emirs for the streams that pass through
his district, for public buildings in every
little town in his district, and for pen-
sions. And in order to make themselves
solid with the voters vast RUMS of pub-
lic money are squandered annually.
Just look at the River and Harbor Bill
paesed by Congress a few days ago.
That bill carried an appropriation of
$111,000,000—the largest sum ever appro-
priated for rivers and harlot" elms thee
00•0111100ht was founded, and this was
all due to a desire nit the part of the
Mendell' 10 make theueselvis sure of re,
eleettou, Iii. tree that our waterways
and harbors ought to be put and kept In
a good condition, but the bulk of this
vast sum of money Rom, as an iuspee-
tion of the bill will show, in an attempt
to make navigable streams out of little
creeks and branches. that do not contain
enough water hardly to float an empty
barrel, much pests a steamboat. Yes, a
large part of this money is thrown away
absolutely, as many of the streams to
which hundreds of thousands of dollars
are devoted can not possibly be made
navigable more than five or six months
in each year. A great deal fraud can
be and is carried on through this bill—
by the manner in which the large ap-
propriations are handled. In some dis-
tricts the Congressman has been known
to use this appropriation to aid in his
re-election. He does it in a roundabout
way—by *electing the men who are to
do the work, and in that way securing
votes he could not otherwise get. It is
only a few years ago that Mr. Reed
himself, who was Speaker at the time,
fearing that he wae about to be defeated
for re-election, had an appropriation
made available in the Navy Department
and had the Secretary to reopen a ship-
yard that had been abandoned for yean
and put nearly 3,000 men from other
districts to work in it. so that he could
get the votes of these men and save
himself from defeat.
The man with a weight on his leg
can't hope to win in the race. A man
with a weight on his health can't expect
to compete in life and business with
thew who are not handicapped. If his
brain is heavy, and his blood sluggish,
because of constipation, he will not suc-
ceed in doing anyrhing very well. Con-
stipation is the cause of nine-tenths of
all sickness. Symptoms of it are sal-
lowness, listlessness, poor appetite, bad
taste in the mouth, di:einem, billious-
nese and lassitude. Constipation can
be cured easily and certainly by the me
of Dr Pierce's Pleasant Pellets.
are Dot at all violent in their actior'f,=
yet they are more certain than many
medicines which are se, strong that they
put the system all out of order. The
great advantage of the "Pleasant Pel-
lets" is thu t they cure permnuently.
Send 21 one-cent stamp. to cover cost
of mailing only, and get his great book.
rhe People's Common Seuse Medical
absolutely free. Address
World's Dispensary Medical Association,
No. 068 'dart street, Buffalo, N. Y.
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Wht% a Mill 11111.kitil MI speech favoring
the single gold standard the gold bug
press of the cities speaks of it as -an
address." bat when some one favoring
the free silver cause speaks to his fellow.
citizens it is termed an harangue.'
The gold bugs are beginning to hustle
now as they never hustled before, but
they are simply wasting their time here
In Kentucky, as the people long ago
made up their minds in favor of the bi-
metallic standard, and will so express
themselves at the mass meeting to be
held all over the State.
The gold bug press is mad because
Governor Stone, of Missouri, is making
some speeches in Kentucky, as if a man
did not have the right to speak any-
where he pleases. Its all right when
the Secretary of the Treasury comes to
Kentucky to speak, but if a gentleman
comes representing the poor people of
the country its all wrong, and the man
is ridiculed and his coming is termed an
"invasion." •
When the Siberian Railway is com-
pleted the journey round the world will
occupy not more than forty days and
the coot of transportation will not exceed
$400. A traveler leaving London
reaches St. Petersburg in forty-five
hours. Thence by rail the time will be
eleven days to Port Arthur and seven
more by steamer to San Francisco. The
tourist might lose several days by delay
and still reach London again within the
forty days.
Mr. Clarkson, of Iowa, charges Mc-
Kinley's managers with "violating the
amenities of politics" by seeking vote in
States which have candidates of their
own. He thinks that outrageous con-
duct, but he should remember that in
politics there are no ••amenities." Ac-
cording to Mr. John Jeems Inaglls, even
the decalogne must be left behind when
one enters the political arena.
The improvement in the condition of
winter wheat which the Department of
Agriculture reports is a fine business in-
dicator. Last year's corn crop broke all
the records, but the wheat yield was not
above the average. There are indica-
tone that the wheat crop in 1896 will
equal, and perhaps exceed, the greatest
harvest of the past. As good crops are
the basis of prosperity, the outlook for
the country this.year.is encouraging.
United States Storekeepers at distil-
'knee will now have a good deal of ad-
ditional work put on them by reason of
the passage of the bill allowing distillers
to bottle spirits while in bond, but as
their pay is good and their work at
present is light they can very well stand
it. The storekeeper at the average dis-
tillery has rather a soft snap, and now
that they are protected by the civil ser-
vice law-not liable to lose their places
by reason ot a change of parties-the
position is a very desirable one.
The favorite cry of the gold bug news-
papers is that we will lose our for-
eign trade if we restore silver to its
rightful place in our currency system.
As the foreign trade amounts to only 5
per cent. of all our business, it will be
'readily seen that we would not lose very
much if we lost it all, but we will not
lode it all-nor any large part part of it
-as what we sell to foreign countries
are things that they can not get else-
where, and, consequently, will have to
continue to purchase from us. The fact
of the business is that there is nothing
in the claim, which is only made to de-
ceive persons who are not posted in re-
gard to our foreign business.
It will be precione little help that Mc-
Kinley will receive from Boss Platt at
the November election. He would rath-
see a Democrat in the White House than
McKinley,for then his opponents would
not have any patronage to use against
him and in that way break his power
over the machine and voters of theletate,
and for that reason-as a means of self-
preservation-Platt will secretly render
the Democratic candidate for ehe Presi-
dency all the aid that he possibly can.
Such a man as Platt cares nothing for
his party when it fails to serve his self-
ish purposes.
By putting all the' officers of the gov-
ernment under the civil service law, Mr.
Cleveland is saving lots of trouble for
the next tenant of the White House.
The man who would like to serve his
country in an office need not go to Wash-
ington on the 4th 4lay of n -It March, as
there will be nothing for the President
to give him; but if he wants an office
real badly, he would do well to stay at
home and study and prepare himself for
a civil service examination, as he will
be able to get an office in no other way
-unless he happens to be big enough
caliber for an assistant secretaryship.
Even after passing the civil service ex-
amination and gets his name on the list
of men eligible for appointment, he'll
have to wait for some Republican to re-
sign or die-which is a very slim show-
ing, as Republicans never resign and
die only once in a life time.
The frequency of the lynchings in the
United States is greatly to be deplored
by men of all sections of the country,
and it is the duty of all good citizens to
do all that lies in their power to bring
about such a character of public senti-
ment as will deter men of good standing
from taking part in lynchings, or from
shielding men who do take part in them.
In no other civilized country in the
world do lynchings occur except in this.
Who ever heard of a man being lynched
in England? Who ever heard of a lynch-
ing in France or Germany? The ma-
chinery of the law works rapidly and
with certainty in those countries, and
that is why lynchings are unknown
there,-the people know that the guilty
man will be punished for his crime, and
that there will be no delay. This form
of lawlessness in tour country is due
in a large measure, to the slowness and
uncertainty of the courts. There are so
many loop-holm through which crimi-
nal.; can escape punrshment for their
crimes that when trparticularly heinous
off .nee is committed the people conclude
that it will not be safe to wed for the
court to act, tentage the criminal may
in some way finally get off without pun-
ishment, or if he should be punished at
all it might be too lightly. For this con-
dition of affairs the courts of the coun-
try are to blame. A man commits an
offense, and when he is brought into
(meet
 
he wakes some sort of an excuse
and gets the trial postponed, and when
the time set arrives, he again and again,
e • "[judgment 11"
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The umpire now decides that <
"BATTLE AX" is not only
decidedly bigger in size than any
other 5 cent piece of tobacco, but the
quality is the finest he ever saw, and
the flavor delicious. You will never
Imow just hew good it is until
you try it.'
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the trial does come off the Man, who
ably deserved hanging. inilacquitted
begets off with a year in jail or a
yeai or two in the penitentiary. If the
courits would try cases promptly, and
t and fearless jurymen were
and dealt out punishenent to fit
crimes, then these lynchings that
our country would. Cease, and
these are done we need not expect tpersonal acquaintance whh him.
law and order prevail_ i Another
. 
Judge Bishop is now in his fifty-sixth
g that tends to encourage lawless- 
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been born on the 18th of,
in this country is the ease with 
year, 
July 1840 at what is now known as the
which pardons can be obtaWed in most RAil farm, seven mike from Cadiz, in
of t3ie TStates. The pardoning power i 
_
ngg county, where he lived until heabused. 
Right here in Kentucky a mur- reached his tenth year, at which time
der was recently committed by a man he went to Ballard county, where his
e
wit; 
before pardoned and release(' from 
Gov. Bradley had only a short father had purchased a small farm, and
w there his boyhood days were spent and
the penitentiary. It is the Pardoning of 
•
there he grew up to a useful manhood.
As his father was a poor man and had
a large family, it was necessary for the
son to work, but [this fact did not dis-
courage him in the least, nor did it deter
him from getting an education. In the
spring, summer and early fall he worked
on his father's farm, but during the late
fall and winter months he attended a
poorly taught country school, and by
close application,he laid Ethe foundation
of an excellent education.Havingworked
hard and saved some money, he entered
the University at Lexington when
eighteen for nineteen years of age.
When he had completed his education
he returned to Ballard county and
entered the office of Hon. Oscar Turner
and began the study of law. He was
admitted to the bar in 1860, and had
hardly begun to establish a practice
when the war came on and duty called
him from the court-room to the field of
battle. He and his gray-haired father
together enlisted in the Confederate
army, in the 7th Ky. Mounted Infantry,
and he fought until the overpowered
Confederacy surrendered, His father was
killed by his side, but he was fortunate
enough to come out at the end without
having received a wound.
When he returned from the war he
had to begin life over, but as he was full
of energy and pluck he soon succeeded
in not only regaining what he had lost,
but more. He was soon at the head of
a strong bar. The people, recognizing
his ability, called him to the bench in
1879, making him Judge of the Court of
Common Pleas for the district composed
of Ballard, Hickman and McCracken
eaunties, and when he had completed
one term he was chosen without opposi-
e non for a second. During the time he
as \Va.'. Ill that office he moved to Paducah,
where he was in le92 elected Circuit
Judge for Marshall and McCracken
counties, the Legislature having abol-
ished the Common Pleas Court. He has
continued to hold the Circuit Judgeship
since then ;-the term for which he was
chosen expires January 1, 1898.
Judge Bishop is an excellent man, and
is exceedingly popular wherever he is
known well. He is modest and unas-
suming, and no man is freer frozn the
tricks of a demagogue than he. The
places of honor and trust that he has
held have always come to him unsought,
and he hag filled them with credit to
himself and to the entire satisfaction of
the people who elected him. He is
an excellent lawyer, having
always been a hard student. As
a judge he has shown him-
self to be honest, upright and able, and
has always been popular with attorneys
and litigants. He is fair, always
impartial-giving to the poorest man in
the country an equal chance with the
richest. No man ever questioned the
honesty of one of his decision's
We believe that Judge Bishop would
make a most excellent Judge of ite
Court of Appeals, as he is in every way
qualified to fill the place, and if the peo-
ple elect him we do not believe that
they will ever have cause to regret
their action.
pro
or
e slightest pretext, gets a postr one-
until he finally wears the case out
winesses die or move out of the
of the court, or forget all they
about the case-and finally when
The people of the entire State will
be glad to know that the "Separate
Coach Law" has been decided by the
SuPreme Court of the United States to
be; constitutional, that is, if the case
pateed upon from Louisiana is the
saline as the Kentucky !case. The
mart decides that the • States have
the right to compel the railreads to sep-
arate the passengers, giving to all pas-
selgers equal accomodationa where the
seine amount of fare is charged. It was
aPivays very hard indeed to understand
wliy the negroes objected to it. It
wiiuld seem reasonable to suppose that
they would be pleased with the law.
They know that the white people prefer
not to ride in the same coseli with them,
arid that being the case, self-respect
might to keep them from trying to force
themselves where they are not win ted,
but it does not, as is shown by the fact
thht they have spent thousands of dol-
lars trying to have the law decided un-
cotastitutional. Then again, it would be
rehsonable to suppose that they would
wider a coach to themeelves, as
weuld not be then bothered bv9io pros-
of the white people and could do
they pleased. The law does not show
sly partiality, although : the negroes
claim that it does. The law requires
equally as good coaches for (he black as
for the white-and if they don't get
them it is the fault of the railroad com-
pany, not of the law. The law also pro-
hibita the white people front riding in
the coaches set apart for: !the negroes
jast as much as it prohibits negroes
filom riding in the coacheS Provided for
die white people-the penalty for a via
lotion of that clause being the same
either way. This law. orat least, one
similar to it, has been in; Operation in
several States for many'! years, and
everybody, black and white, have be-
come accustomed to it and .are pleased
with it.
!  ,
' The Republicans made is kirk on the
.. i' itment of Mr. Lo.thren to a United
atea Judgeship because of the fact
that he would not allow ti.e pensioners
te draw money from the ' government
vihen he found that they were not en-
titled to it. A Commissioner of Pensions
tO be popular with the Republicans must
not ask any embarrassing questions as
tin a pensioner's record. When Lochren
fbund that the Chief Justice of the Su-
greme Court of Michigan who was get-
ting a salary of $7,000 ptii annum, was
drawing a pension for serial. DISABILITY,
he very properly stopped the payment
cif the pension, and for that the Repub-
lican press all over the country de-
nounced him in bitter language, and
the totally disabled Chief Justice hail
the nerve to apply to theroourts to have
his pension restored, and, as it was car.
ed before another such citizen as him-
lf for trial, it was restored. The Re-
ablican press does not think that any
Officer has the right to prevent a Re-
tinblican from robbing Uncle Sam.
TO TEACHERS:
berry Bro.'s Summer Normal
School Provides
For a thorough review of all the Corn-
on School branches; and of the
igher literary branches, For a course
Free Hand Drawing ; enmanship,
., which are offered f$4. Next term
us June 9th, 1890. If you want a
certificate, it will pikji you to write
Address
CHERRY OROS.,
w-4% Bowli g Green, Ky
According to the fire g bites of this
untry gasoline has ca in the last
hteen months the chst ion of no
than 4,443 buildinge, alued at le,-
,000. The records of , e Cincinnati
ire Department show din le per cent.
f the fires there are due gasoline or
ial oil. A few years fourteen
irls were burned to death in a Cincin•
ati factory by a sudden a.coline con-
agration. Thektwo w0 t fins that
ty ever had were due to leakage and
d explosion of gasoline
me
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of that character that cause people
mobs and lynch mou-in order
certain that they are punished.
whole legal system-the criminal
ch of it-badly needs overhauling,
it must be done or else lawlessness
continue. There were few more
9,000 murders comittied in the
ted States during the year 1893-not
sing the eight hundred and odd
who were huug by mObs. That's
idly bloody record foil a civilized
try!
For Appellate Judge.
The New ERA to-day announces Judge
W. S. Bishop, of Paducah, as a candi-
date to fill the vacancy caused in the
Court of Appeals by the death of Judge
JohnR.Grace, of this, the First, District.
The Judge's candidacy is subject to the
action of the Democratic party.
Judge Bishop is well and favorably
known to a great many of the citizens
of Hopkinsville and Christian county
having visited here on many occasions.
And he is known by reputation to many
of them who have not the pleasure of a
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
Awarded (.:(441,S1eAal bide/taw Pan% ban 1-rancissa.
L. az N. Earnings.
L. it N. earnings for second week in
this month amounted to $360,690, which
was $10,430 more than corresponding
week in 1895. For the first two weeks
in this mouth the earnings were $725,-
e45, an increase of $44,470 over corre-
sponding period of 1895. From July
1st, 1893, to May 14th, 1896, the gross
earnings were $17,831,429, which was
$974,747 above corresponding period
twelve months previous, and $1,143,606
over period twenty-four months previ-
ons, but $1,876,328 less than correspond-
ing period of 1892-93.
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Instantly RAIN
SKIN
TORTURES
A warm bath with
Cuticura Soap,
a single application of
Cutkura (ointment),
the great skin cure, followed by mild
doses of CciactintA Resotveter (the
new bl,s.d purifier), will afford instant
relief, permit rest and sleep, and point to
a speedy cure in every form of torturing,
disfiguring skin humours.
SuM thlectitent the ir0,14. 5.41.1 demi Normrsv,
Imados. rooms 1)•....• Cams cols,
1
For Mi..ii's pure all-wool suits
ForMen's a'l wool bin _i, black and regular tailor-made suits Takes choice of any suit in For Young Men's
 Suits, ages For `,hildri Ws Knee-Pant $5
and brown Cheviot Sack in Clay Worsted, both back our hense all of onr finest '14 to 19 years, strictly ALL Suits, 
ages 4 to 11 years, ail
Suits, that 3old from 4 50 to 
,
6 00. They wi re cheaper at Scotch Ca'ssimee'res, Tw d
rges, imported cloths; no better WOOL; Black Clay Wor- I wool 
avid nicely made. suits
, :d for 2 2J and 2 50.!and fancy, English Se •
the old prices than other 
ee s goods on earth, and the way sleds and fancy mixed Scotch ; 'hat
,
Thibets, all imported cloths'
and will e cheiper than other '
suits that sold at 9 00,  00,- 1 they fit is be
autiful to see, effects, English Cassimeres. ' houses Fold them by 10 perhouses sold them.
and 10 00. They were cheap- Why, the tailor simply could 
Suits that sold at 7 00, 7 50, cent
4.99
For Men's all wool blue and
black Cheviot; gray and
brown mixed Scotch Cassi-
meres; elegantly made and
perfect fitters. Suits that
sold for 5 50, 6 00, 6 50 and
TO TEACHE RS
To the Teachers in Chrietia C7ounty
Schools:-
The amendment to Seet11/11 63 of the
Kentucky School Law Schlal irovlilos
for examinations for teauliere' eertiti
rates to Is. held on the third and fourth
Friday and Saturday in May, June,
July and August of each year, by rea-
son of having no emergence eJ;iiise,w ill
not take effect until June 13: ellIele-
que.ntly the first examination for this
year will be held for white teachers on
the first Friday and Saturday in June
under the old law. to be followeii by an-
other on the third Friday and Saturday ,
in the manii month under the new law.
The remaining examinaitions fie the
year will be held on the third Friday
and Saturday in July and August.
For the colored teachers examiedions
will lie held on the second Fri' and
Saturday in June and the fourth Friday
mid Saturday in June, and
A ugust
Esaninettions for State ('ii! II fur
it hit,' 1111,1 held
.1u and 6, also August 21
Lsamination for graduate in in the
Common School Coulee will tome at
the usual time, the last 'noir-day in
June, which this year falls on tile 25th.
The dates for examinations are us
follows:
White-June 5 and 6, June 19 and
20, July 17 and IS, August 21 and 22.
Colored-June 12 and 13. June 26 and
27, July 24 and 25, August 2e and 29.
For State Certificate, white and col-
ored-June 5 and 6, August 21 and
For graduation in Common School
Course-June 25th.
To all who belong to the State Teach-
ers' Reading circle and intend to take
the required examination therein I will
say that I hope to have the questions
very soon from the State Board and will
immediately inform each of you as to
the time and manner of conducting the
examination. Please read your looks
can -fully so that you may be well pre-
pared. Very truly,
KATIE MCDANIEL, CO. Sept.
Fallowing, printed by request of
many of the citizens, is the full text of
the State Compulsory Attendance Law:
Be it enacted, by the General Assembly
of the Commonwealth of Ken-
Ste ti(a)::17l I. That every lament, guar-
itian or other person in the State of
Kentucky. having the control of any
child or ehildren le tweet' the ages of
1, seven) and I it) yvaIS
It- required to send sue!' elehl or dill
&ell. annually. eight (s) coupecutoe
weeks, to  • plIbile or private day or
night school ter children : Provided.
however that this act shall not apply in
any case where the ehild has been or is
being taught at home in such branches
as are taught in public schools for at like
period of trill And P1110,i0CI 10 the  
examinations as other pupils of the dire
trii t or city in which the child resides,
or whew physical or inoatal condit. 
mato Ts his or her attendance impracti-
cable, or who is excused by the trusties
of the public school district, or the
Board of Education, of the city in which
the parent, guardian or person having
control resides, upon its being shown to
their sat ofact em that the parent, guar-
dian or person having eontrol was net
ruble, by reason of poverty. to clothe
said child properly. or that he or she
has already requinel tho ordinary
branele s moire(' by law, or that then.
Is miii it InjI.' Me1111111, the ease of white
children, er voicing! wheel, in thecae -of
ceder .41 taught %%dam two
12t miles by the nearest traveled road.
St.e. 2. Any parent, guardian or oth-
er person failing to (simpl)' with the
Provisions of this act shall forfeit to the
use of the sehoohl in the city. town or
common whoa district in which mull
child resides, a sum not less than five
($5) nor more than twenty ($20) dollars
for the first offense, nor less than tea
($10) nor more than fifty ($30) dollars
for the second and every subsequent of-
fense, and costs of suit.
Soc. 3. It shall be the duty of any
School Trtietee or President of the Board
of Education to inquire into all causes
of complaint and neglect of duty pit--
scribed in this set, and he shall notify
in writing the parent, guardian or oth-
er person so offending that such com-
plaint has been made, and if the cease
be not shown within five (5) days, to at
once proceed against the responsible
person as is hereby provided; and any
trustee or President of the Board of Ed-
ucation neglecting to undertake such
prosecuti (((( inn good faith for such of-
fense within tell (10) days after a writ-
ten uotiee hits been gerved on him by
any taxpayer in said disirict or city, un-
less the person so complained of shall be
excused by theDistrict. or CityBoard, or
Ilion( of Education, for reason); herein.
before statist, shall forfeit to the public
ectexilti in the city, town or omen tttt
school district in which send Trustisi or
Preselect of the Board of Education re-
sides, a earn 1101 than D.11 ($101 1107
more than fifty (Vail millers.
See. 4 Any person having control of
a child, who, with intent to evade the
provision,- of this act, shall make a will-
fully false statement einieerning the age
of such tlie time such child has
attended ,school, Khali forfeit for mach
offemie a sum not less than five ($5) nor
more than twenty ($20) dollars for the
use of public- sehisils, for cinch city
town yr district.
See. 5. _any tine or penalty mention-
ed in this aet may be sued for ani re
c were(' before any court of record, or
Justice if the leeice of the proper coun-
ty, in the name of the Commonwealth
of Kentucky, for the use of the public
sehools of the city, town or distriet in
which said child reships.
Sec. 6. That upon the trial of any
teri.tiee as chariest if uperi stela
trial it shall is. determined that such
proliecUtinti 0.501 malieious, then the
;sets in such case shall be ailjuilgiel
ierallist the ismililainant, and telecom!
ne fines in (eh. r 1.4•1.4.
•$ee. 9, The tomtit loins 111111 prov minus
of this act ',hall apply to ally parent,
guardien Or person leering control of
any colorist child er children, In like
manner, as in sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and
8, but ho white child shall lie permitted
to attend Or heeltIlle a pupil in any
school for colored children, and no col-
ored child shall be permitted to attend
or become a pupil in any school for
white children.
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powdel
World'. lair Highest AWAY anal Deissas.
FAILING MANHOOD
General sad Nervous Minty.
W.tndai!nrt;ects of
Body
or
Mi
 Excesees in Old or
Venire. Robust, Noble
Manhood fully Restored.
How to Enlarge and
strengthen weak. Un-
developed Portion, of
liody. Absolutely un-
failingRome Treatment.
-Benefits In • day.
N en o•dify twin 50 States and Foreign
Countries. Send for Detterlpthe Book, ex-
planation and proofs, tuadled tsealedi free,
ERIE MEDICAL CO., Buffalo, N.Y.
Gladness Comes
IMith a better understanding of the
V transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish before proper ef-
forts-gentle etforts-pleasaut e fforts -
rightly ilireeted. There Is comfort in.
the knee ledge. that SO niany forms on
sicknese are net due to any actual dis-
ease. but simply to a constipated condi-
tion of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative. Syrup of Figs. prompt-
ly renieves. That is why it is the only
remedy with million% . if ram i I ies, and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. Its beneficial
effects an. due to the fact, that it ia the
one remedy whieli pi-limeys internal
cleasilitierei without debilitating the
organs on it net a. It le therefore
all important, in 111'114.'r lii gl`t its Ifette•
Is, to note when you pur-
chase. that pm hen- the gemilne arti-
cle, Which uniiiiifactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Cit. only and mild by
all repute lee druggiets.
If in the enjoyineet of grid health.
and the system 1, regidur. laxatives or
other remedies art. then net needed. If
afflicted with any wined disease. One
many be commended to tine most shill i :t
01.1,Na:tans. but If in neeil of a laxative.
one should have the best, and with the
well-informed everywhere. Syrup of
Figs stands highest and Is most largely
Used and gives moat general aatiafaction.
JAS. I. BEL OTE,
PLAIN AND ORNAMEN-
TAL PLASTERER,
)PKINST1LLE, KY.
(Formerly with Forbes & Bro.)
Will make estimates on all kinds of
plastering and cement le ork.
All work guaranteed,
and prices reasonable. Repair work
a specialty and will receive prompt
attention.
ADDRESS Lock Box 420.
All free silver Democrats in the coun-
ty must Name in to the convention on
Saturday, May 30th, or the gold bugs
may win.
The Better the Grade
The Better the Trade.
If you are' looking for the
latest and* newest novelties in
Black ;old fancy rilks, black and fancy wool goods, dress trimmings, silk
mu ails, pill organdies, imported dimities,
White Goods, Wash Fabrics,
sit iuu, naminek. Hamburg and linen embroideries, all over-embroideries,
fiatidkereio, rs, hosiery, corsets, lace curtains, capes, shirt waista,
Parasols and umbrellas,
moquett.• v.•Ivet and ingrate. ear-petit, mattinge, linoleunis, oil cloths, mo-
tte vcleet and timyrna rug-,
Gents and boys shoes
and every line of goods to be found ili a first-clams dry goods store, call at
• M. JONES. I
My entire line of ladies, misses and childrens
shoee. will be closed out at cost.
.1pril 11, I Nee,. ,
Hot Weather,
Hot Political Times,
Hot Base Ball Games,
Hot liot From
THE RAKCET,
HOPKINSVILLE, BY.
The greatest store in this part of Kentucky.
TWENTY STORES under one roof. TWENTY DE-
PARTMENTS. Store jam full from cellar to roof.
Ladies' Sailors Sc up to finest.
Ladies Shirt Waists 24c up.
Ladies Corsets 22c up.
Toilet Soap lc cake up.
Linen Towels 4c.
Ladies' Oxfords 45c.
Straw Hats 4c.
Base Ball Shoes 65c.
lieu's Tennis Oxfords s9o.
lieu's Bicycle Shoes $1.19.
Nice New Matting 12c yard.
Window Shades, ready to hang, 15e.
Lane Curtains, 39e pair.
1 11-1M
No Spring This Year!
The weather man must have been on a
drunk and lost it. Anyway, as soon as
winter was over, he brought in summer
weather. Consequently, the :
r1"1-1M
EFFE
we've Cot Too Much
Spring Clothing on hand, and must un-
load them at once. Commencing Monday,
May 25th, we will move them out. Now
then for the
KiabWe are going to put a price on them that will make them hustle out in short order. Lots of
people havent bought their spring goods yet. Perhaps you are one of them. If so, now is your
opportunity. You will save at least 20 pvr cent by buying now. No matter, whether its
Clothing, knish1ngs, Mats Aloves, We Gan Save You Money!
3.99 $7.99
er at the regular prices than
other houses sold them.
9.99
1399 5.0 1499 Stiff Hats
do no better and would
charge you doub!e the mon
ey. These suits at 15 50, 16,
16 50, 17 50 and 18 00.
3.49
8 00 and 8 50, and were
cheaper th tn o•lier houses
sold them.
,997
For Young Men's Suits, ages For Young Men's Suits,
 ages
7 00. They were cheaper at 13 te 19 years
; strictly ALL 14 to 19 years, Pure WOOL
ties;
the regular price than other . • either.  sacks are froc
ks. WOOL; Blue, black and and elegintly
houses sold them. These suits so1,1 at 1
1 0), 12 
.
trimmed; -Blue,
snd 12 50, and were cheaper 
brown Cheviots and Gray
Scotch Suite that sold at 4,
by fully 10 per cent than 
4 0, 500,
other houses sold them. 
and were cheaper
than any other house sold
them.5.99
For Mtn's pure-wool Black
Cheviots, fancy Scotch mixt-
ures and Black Clays Wor-
sted; el•Tantly made and
tailored. Guaranteed colors.
Suits that sold for 700,
7 50 and 8 00 They were
10 per cent cheaper at regu-
lar prices than other houses
sold them.
For Men's imported cloth
suits. Nothing could be
much better than these suits
are made; no tailor could fit
you better. They are beau-
For Men's tine English Cas-
simeres, German Worsteds,I
Imported Clay Worsteds,'
[Lome-spuns, equal in fit and
workmanship to any that the
tailors turnout; suits that sold
for 12 50, 13 00 and 13 50,
and were cheaper than any-
body sold them.
449
• 3 :)!) We are agents for the
fancy mixtures
cloths, that sold
and 10 00.
made and
black and
in imported
at 9 00, 9 For Children's
 Knee S. its, 4 '40 centi.50
2.49
GO
4 oo
3 oo
2 5o
2 oo
Hats
Hats
Ha•s
Hats
Hats
for
for
for
for
for
$3o
- 275
22o
-165
125
25e
S
F•er dhildren's Knee Pant! .1
For Men's White Overalls,
uits, s,,,*e4 4 to 14 yrs, ALL! 
with aprons: worth 50 cts.
WOO . ttlits in black and
fancy Tiixtures, that sold for I
3 00, 3 25 and :; 50. 25ci
2.99
to 15 ears. ALL WOOL
Black serge, Blue and fancy
Tricotl that sold at 3 50, 3 75
1 and 4 00.
For Men's Imported French
Balbriggan Underwear; wrth
Suspenders.
For Young Men's Suits, ages
14 to 19 years, pnre all-wool
goods, blue, black and brown
Cheviot and fancy mixtures.
Goods that sold at 5 00, 5 50
6 00 and 6 50.
9.99
For Young Men's S its of
' imported cloths, EnglisliCas-
aimeres, Scotch Cassimeres,
Tricot, Thibet and Home-
spun. Suits that sold at 11,
11 50, 12 00 and 12 50,
e_
For Ohildren's Knee Suits,
ages 4Ito 15 yrs; finest goods
on the market. Imported
clothsJ Suits that sold at 4 50
5 00 Old 6 00.
Wire Buckle Suspender
Every pair is absolutely guar-
anteed for one year. A new
pair if they break. Prices,
20e, 25c, 35c, 40c, 50c, 65c
75c and $1.
FIZEEIWciivteh aEt3cahseKileaTiPaanndtgautI, No MatterWhat the Price, we
1
BOUI.VitAR 1
.17---1oplmixp..sivi11e, =7%
t"!--
a6
•
THE NEWERA.
$1.00 A TEAR.
- - 
-
Rearee. si at the postodIce In tiophlnaville
as second-class mall neater. . _
Friday, May 22, 1896
COURT DIRECTORY.
- -
CfnetTrr (Nwrt -First Alm day in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
sr A ere "LT COCRT-Seeciiiii Mondays
in 4r ...mtv, • i 1 ,,,i 'y r ,id October.
FL-c t LC . :-First Tuesday in April
and 0 , • .
tOoa iv Courts -First Monday in every
mouth.
HOME fib SOCIETY
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.... Bobbie Steele, of Gracey, is
iting ia the city.
Mr. J. K. Forbes visited Bowling
Green Saturday.
Mr. Thomas Edwards has returned
train Clarksville.
Mr. JiunesColeman, of Herndon,
In the city Monday.
Mr. Joe Moeely, of Fairview, was
town this week.
Mr. George Smith has returned from
a business trip to Cadiz,
Mrs. Annie Gunn, of Cadiz. is visit-
ing Mrs. C. E. Blakemore.
Miss Eva Royalty is visiting the fami-
ly of Mr. Frits, near Pon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Moavon have
tamed from Dawson Springs.
Mr. Gentry Hillman arrived in
city Sunday from Birmingham.
Dr. Edgar West and wife, of Fergu-
son, are visiting relatives ill the city.
Mr. John J. Reed, of Gracey, was
barn Tn. s Sy.
Mr. J. W. Wicks spent Monday
Henderson.
Mr. Andrew Hall visited in Hender-
son Monday afternoon.
Mr. SIAM McGehee, of Pembroke,
in town Monday afternoon.
Judge and Mrs. James Breathitt
spending the week at Dad-801i Springs.
Messrs. William Page and John 'dar-
ned. of Bell's Chapel, were here to-day.
Messrs_ Dan Grinter and Ed Lindsey,
of Cadiz, attended the ball game Tues-
day.
Mrs. G. II Holeman. of Adaireille,
visiting her mother, Sirs. S. J. Dalton,
in this ciy.
Meedarnes Annie Fairleigh and James
Dtelley Ware went to Hodgensville
terday to visit relatives.
Mrs. P. G. Jones, of Cadiz, is
guest of Mrs- B. T. Underwood,
South Campbell street.
Mr. Wm. Bauer. who had the
fortune to get his fingers cut off in
jointing machine at Dagg & Richarde,
returned to his home at Louisville
morning.
Mrs. Ben F. Gardner, in company with
Miss Margaret Whitehead, left yester-
day for Oak Grove. Christian county,
visit Mi a Kathrie McKenzie. .... Mrs.
James A. McKenzie and little grand-
daughter, Katherine Potter, are
Christian come v at Mr. McKenzie's
horse. Green Advo-summer - [Bowling
cote.
Mr. Zdgar Morrie, of Hopkinsville,
Ky., was in the city Saturday and Sun-
day sad spent Saturday evening with
Mime Agnes Monahan, of West Iowa
street MTS. Alex Mosbey and chil-
dren, who have been visiting her
ents in 1119 West lovilt street,
teemed to their home in Hopkinsville,
Ky.. Sunday. -Evansville Courier.
ea.
RATTERS IN VARIETY.
Buckner & Owsley real estate and
IIMEILI100.
Dr. E. N. Fruit, dentist, office over
City Bank. May 13
Furniture repaired and upholstered
John. R. Kitchen's.
Fos REMT-A nice 5-room cottage
South Main St. Lit :od well-planted
garden.
The Hopkinsville Steam Laundry
Dye Works are the largest in the Seuth.
All repairing done free of charge.
pr. Ayers positive cure, a home treat-
meet for ladies. Call for free samples
at Mee. S. H. Harrison's boarding house.
82d4twet
T. F. Collins handles; the best
Hill and Providence coal. Give it a trial
Office corner lath and R. R. Streets.
Feb 1 W. 4M.
Cleaning and repairing by Fowright
the tailor gad cutter. Pants made from
WU to $25.00. Suits from $12 to $00,00.
Berseth street opposite New Era.
Impoverished blood causes that tired
feeling. Hood's Sarsaparilla purities,
enriches and vitalizes the blood
gives vigor and vitality.
For billionanem, to regulate
bowels and cure a torpid liver,
Lightning Vegetable Liver Pills. $6
box at druggest
The Palace Bath Rooms are the most
elegant in the South, and are run
connection with the HopkinsviLle Steeni
Lauadty and Dye Works.
The Leavell homestead has been sub-
divided into a number of splendid
idence lots, which are now for sale
Dairy terms. Apply to Henry and Lear-
all. d&wif
ger WANTED-Men who will work
for $15 a month salary, or large commis-
Won, selling staple goods by sample
dealers. Experience unnecessary.
Household Specialty Co., 13 East
street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 134d3m s&w
WANTED. -A reliable lady or gentle-
to distribute makeman samples and
101108-10- house canvass for our Vegeta-
1, Toilet Soaps and Pure Flavoring
Retracts. $40 to a75 a month easily
made. Address Crofts & Reed, Chi-
cago, Ill. apr32,d1t,w31.
A Publfc Sale.
The attention of our readers is direc-
ted to the advertisement, appearing
another column, of a public sale to
his up the business of late firm of Shel-
ton& White. The sale will take place
at 11 o'clock a. in., May 28th. at New
Mead, conducted by Thos. E. White,
surviving partner of the firm. Great
bargains bemay secured.
Or. Prica's Cream Baking Powder
Iliesshd Gil arid ahdteastro sir we Plaiwasee.
Harried Yesterday.
Mr. Oscar Bagwell, of Allensville,
Mies Laura Carter, of Hopkinsville,
were married at the Maxwell House
parlors in Nashville at 12 o'clock, noon,
yesterday by Rev. W. T. Rodgers,
illt of Grace Church.
Awarded
HIgleast Honors-Worid's Bair,
*DEL.
Cill4 REAM
MENG
POWDIR
MOST PERFECT MADE.
4 pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. F. re,
glom Ammonia, MUM at any other adultaant,
MAAS DELSTAIIPAII-
i
IT01011 TOPICS
G ossipy Loal Notes
Grouped.
STORIES TOLD SHORTLY.
Paragraphs That Are Per3ola
and Pertinent.
A GOOD PLACE TO STOP-A great many
Hopkinsviple people go to Dawson
Springs eatery summer, and they will be
glad to kilow that Mr. H. H. Ramsey,
one of thp best hotel men to be found
anywhere hasopened the Summit House
at that plaice for the season. Mr. Ram-
sey has h4l the house overhauled since
last seaso$I. and many improvements,
which will add to the comfort of the
guests, hal -e been made. But the Most
important change is in the furniture.
He has re urnislied the house from bot-
tom to tosi-putting handsome new fur-
niture in Stich anti every room. In point
of locaticln the Summit House has the
advantagg of any hotel at Dawson
Springs, nig it is situated on top of a high
hill, overlooking the entire townr and
for that leason can not but be si Very
healthy pjace. Another great *rem-
mendatio to the place is the fact that it
is entire surrounded by large shade
trees, which make the house very cool
in summete Mr. Ramsey has been in
the business long enough to know that
iit does no to pay set a poor table, so he
makes it point to set before his guests
at each nd every meal every delipacy
that the 1 season affords, and btlth'a
means h4 made his house a favorite re-
sort for tile traveling public. Persons
contemplating a trip to Dawson would
do well tcl write to Mr. Ramsey for rates.
i -o-
OrricioisELECTED.-The charter sign-
ers for a tribe of the Improved Order of
Red Mew held a meeting last night at
the Kniglita of Pythias) Hall, and trans-
acted a kit of preliminary work, and
elected the following Chiefs for the en-
suing term: Sachem, John Y. Owsley ;
Senior Sagamore, Geo. A. Clark; Junior
Sagamore, Dr. J. P. Thomas; Chief of
Record, W. S. Hale; Keeper of Wam-
pum, Ale $ Henderson; Prophet, J.John-
son. A *meting will be held Thursday
night, at which time all the arrange-
ments will be made for final institution,
and members will all be balloted for.
This will
at the
have bee
be the last opportunity to join
need fee of $ti. Costumes
ordered and if they arrive in
time thei Braves and Warriors will pa-
rade the principal streets, decked out in
paint an# feathers. The prospects are
very flattering for a large Tribe. The
Degree Seam will commence drilling
Thursday night, and from the material
selected, the work will be put on in a
dramatic manner.
-o-
In order to straighten out Company
., and place it in its former position as
he pride of the military orders of the
ennyrilt, a court-martial will be held
n about two weeks, at which time fifty
more boys whose names are on the
ter of the company will have to
swer flir failure to appear at drill and
or other violations of the regulations
nd ruled governing the State guards.
It is stated on good authority that as
n as ()apt. Gordon Nelson's resigns-
ion as cemmander is accepted, Major
I. R. Crambactgh will be elected and
e ce-ge of the company as Captain.
The regular inspection was held lion-
tight by
avalry,
ng Gree
f the 
Lieut. Whipple, of the U. S.
and CoL T J. Smith, of Bowl-
. The report of the condition
pally will be held the latter
of this month. Lieut. Tandy was
he only officer present at the inspec-
ion.
This neoruing at 10 o'clock, Col. Smith
d Lieet. Whipple went to Madison-
le where an inspection will be held
o-night. Both the officers are confl-
lent that an encampment will be held
his summer and think Middlesborough
ill be *elected for the location of the
uting.
THE CONTENTION IN SESSION.
Tuesday Mesdames George Long and
". W. Orabb, Miss Fannie B. Lillard,
ber. J. W. Mitchell and C. E. Ander-
n loft the city for Paducah to attend
he annual South Kentucky Sunday
hool and Mutation Convention which
nvened there Tuesday morning. This
ratanization was perfected in Hopkins-
ille nearly twenty years ago by the
embees of the Christian Church, and
am actcompliehed great and lasting
the society has for its purpose
e starting of San 'j-schools and
hunches in this end o State.
LIST IS GROWING.
Ever day is the list of those going to
he Paducah convention swelling. It is
tale to predict that not only the largest,
ut the most congenial party which has
er gone out of here to a gathering-of
his kind, will this delegation be. It is
ow almost assured that the delegations
rom fowling Green, Russellville and
her towns from that section of the
state will come through here, leaving
trith our crowd over the 0. V. R. R.
°thing will be left undone that will
d to the comfort of our people. The
ndeatorers will have special coaches,
ample to accommodate the large crowd,
d these coaches will be the best that
e railroad can furnish. Our eonnec-
on at Princeton will be good, be-
ing compelled to wait there only a very
few *nate*, and then the time of ar-
rivingn Paducah is much better than
at of some other delegations. The
party will leave at 3:00 p. m., arriving
n the convention city at about 6:30,
lust in time for supper. Any Eudeavorer
esiring a few days outing at a nominal
oet, and wishing to attend the best
state convention yet held-best in vir-
tuality and best in numbers and enthu-
ism, can not afford to miss this oppor-
tanit • • •
Good old Granny Metcalf. 46 yea] •
Id, liting at 618 Monroe sreet, Paducah
y. Julys that Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey
the best grip cure, cough, lung and
rondlial remedy that has been offered
mini her life. Guaranteed by R. C.
lard$ick.
FREE SILVER.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, D. C., May 20.--Comt •
roller Ecklea in an interview to-day,
tated that Illinois would go for free
liver,
"MOTHERS'
FRIEND"
ir, • ; Shortens labor. lessens pain,
, • -1' diminishes danger to life of
bothetonier and child and leaves her In concli•
pro
r
minent midwife. le the best remedy
Um favorable to weedy recovery.
" Sir ger after than before confinement-
goys I
FOR RISING BREAST
Kaden and worth the price for that alone.
Ealloased and recommended by midwives and
all ladies who hate toted it
assists of subetitutes and imitations.
Makes Child-Birth Easy.
c be Express or mail on receint of price,
111.0e per battle Hook "To stevHERzi"
mailed free, non mining voluntary taitimonia:s.
sataflZL IIISQL11,11 CO.. ATIMITE,
• 
pw PT AA* algaileallii(
- 
- 
1
Highest of all in Leavening Power -Latest U. S. Gov't Report
Baking
Powder
ABSOLUTELY PUSE
HAPPY EVENT'
Entertainment at Col.
N. Gregory's.
CONCORD CULLINGS
A Breezy Communication From
Sinking Fork.
The young people who reside in the
vicinity of Church Hill were delightful-
ly entertained Thursday night at the
h tine of Col. and Mrs. Napoleon
Gregory.
The handsome residence, brilliantly
lighted and perfectly appointed, was
thrown wide open to the guests and a
more congenial crowd has seldom gath-
ered in that neighborhood where pleas-
ant parties abound.
Col. and Mrs. Gregory were assidu-
ous in their efforts to make all fortu-
nate enough to be present have a good
time, and that they admirably succeed-
ed was evidenced by the reluctance
with which, at a late hoar. the young
people dispersed.
One of the happiest features of the
enjoyable occasion was a musical pro-
gram, consisting of songs, guitar, violin
and piano selections. The performers
nicely acquitted themselves and dis-
played talent of a high order and much
cultivation.
Among those present were:
11123841i-
Addie Brodie, Georgie Gregory,
Emma Adams, Mettle Duke,
Lizzie Foarti, May Middleton,
Frances Rust, Rosalie Adams.
nMaggie Foard, L. MeClannaba 
Matti() Compton, Ruth Williams,
Ruth Knight, Manic. Brov. mug,
Mrs. Henry Boyd.
M esters-
Elie Adams, John Adams,
Charlie Adams, Boyd Free.
Frank Baker. Frank Holloway.
John i KKngight, Tom West.in
Aaa Coffee,
Willie n Cm; s maw, Robt. McGaughey.
Almon Brost mug, Brousais Gregory.
John Found.
Ftobt. Gary, 
Lee Adcock,
Buck Anderson,
Thos. Underwood, Henry Boyd.
CONCORD CI:LUNGS.
Concord, K., May 21.-After being
absent from the columns of your most
excellent pader for some time we will
endeavor to give you a few items just
now.
Farmers are very busy at present
planting tobacco.
We regret to know that Mrs. G. W.
Cox is quite sick.
Miss Birdie Davis, of the Little River
vicinity, is visiting her cousin, Miss Al-
lie Davis.
Mr. Ed Vaughn, of the Caelry neigh-
borhood, visited in this vicinity last Sat-
urday and Sunday.
Miss Allie Davis, who hut been quite
sick for some time, we are glad to know,
is up again.
Talk of a wedding is being whispered
in this neighborhood.
A large crowd had the pleasure of
hearing the Rev. J. N. Hall preach the
dedicatory sermon at Dogwood Chapel.
Sunday. The day was pleasantly spent
by all.
Misses Willie and Mattie Reeder spent
last Saturday night very pleasantly
with Misses Allie and Birdie Davis.
PETE AND DICK.
SINKING FORK STORIES.
Sinking Fork, Ky., May 21 --Even
the dull heavy clouds cannot dispel the
smiles on the faces of the farmers for
they know that this meanie a good sea-
son for setting out tobacco, 'Tia only
the persons who have planned a day's
outing that look upon the rains with
tesfavor and listen to it. gentle patter
on the roof with a frown of disappoint-
ment. Cheer up girls, "Some day must
be dark and dreary."
Miss Matti° Slaughter, a charming
young lady from Indianapolis, is the
guest of the Misses Miser this week.
The friends of Mrs. William Hender-
son will be glad to learn that she is n -
covering.
There was a "lawn social" at this
place Saturday night which was much
enjoyed by the young people present.
Messrs. Guthrie and Cotwell, of Hop-
kiusville spent Sunday in this vicinity.
Hogsheads of tobacco continue to be
hauled by here in large numbers daily.
The "Lone Valley String Band" hat:
been delighting its friends with sweet
strains of music.
Mr. and Mr. Wm. Wood, are visiting
their daughter, Mrs. Nick King, near
Dogwood.
A number of people from this place
attended the dedication of the Baptist
church at Dogwood Sunday.
Mrs. R. W. Vaughan has been quite
sick for some time. It is hoped that she
will soon recover.
Mr. James Faucher, of Meteadfe coun-
ty, is visiting relatives and friends here.
Mrs. Mack Cavanaugh, who has been
seriously ill from hemorrhage of .the
lunge, has recovered.
Mr. Nat Owen and sister passed
through this place Sunday en route for
Cerulean to drink the health giving
draughts.
One young lady I know seems to be
very select in her association. She only
smiles on those who belong to the "first
circle," aa she expresses it, and mad to
relate, she only deems a favored few
worthy to enter tie "upper tens."
Au Revoir,
Prue.
The General Assembly.
The General Assembly of the Presby-
terian Church, U. S. of America, com-
monly known as the Southern Amsem-
bly, met at Memphis, Tenn., to-day
at noon. The assembly meets year.
ly and hi composed of delegates,
teaching and ruling Elders from each
Preebytery within its bounds. The see-
Celli generally extend through ten
days. Rev. W. L. Nourse and ruling
Elder Glenn, from Mizpah church, are
the delegates from Muhlenburg Presby-
tery. The edifice of the First Presby-
terian Church, Memphis, is said by
many to be the handsomest church
building in the South.
On Account of Sickness.
Miss Maud Kirkman, one of the most
promising women in Todd county, was
brought hi emit' front Hopk i may tile Sun-
day in it very low state of health, says
the Elkton Progress. Miss Kirkman
was recently appointed to quite a prem-
I tient posit it m in the Sou lb western Ken-
tucky Insane Asylum, at Hopkinsville,
by Gov. Bradley. It is reported that
Miss Kirkman, on account of ill health,
has resigned her position at the Aro,-
OW'. •
IN THE RUINS.
A Score of Workmen
Buried,
TELEGRAMS OF TO-DAY.
PREFERRED LODALS
Winfree, Bro. & Co..
have just received a car
load of buggies. Phae-
tons, Surreys and Traps
bran new and the
nicest lot ever brought
to town. Go to see
them before you buy.
134d3t 42w3t
For Sale.
150 acres of good farm land, situated
2 miles from Hopkinsville, on the Cox
Mill road. Cull on or address
G. W, HARRY.
Assignee's Notice.
Notice is given to the creditors of W.
T. Prim. that I will sit in my office in
Hopkinsville Kentucky, on Thursday
May the 28th 1596, to receive claims
against the estate of said Prim.
This April 20th 1896.
Pout OA NSLER,
dlt %Sit Assignee.
Fo to Winfree Bros. &
Co. before you buy
threshers and engines.
They have just sold 416-
horse power rigs with
Items of Interest From Numer- windstacker of the cel-
ous Places. ebrated Sterens make.
[SPECI Ii. TO NEW ERA
Philadelphia, May 24.-A horrible ac-
cident happened in this city about ten
o'clock this morning.
By the collapse of a building twenty
workmen were buried, and a number of
others fatally injured.
For several days, laborer. have been
engaged in tearing down the Western
Union Telegraph building, preparatory
to erecting a new structure.
Without warn ng,the heavy stones and
brick walls fell. It is known that twen-
ty men are buried in the ruins and
there may be more.
None oj the bodies have been recover
ed.
BASE BALL.
[slowest. TO NEW ESA]
Louisville, Ky., May 21.-League base
ball games yesterday resulted as fol-
lows: Boston 5, St. Louis 1; Brooklyn
25, Pittsburg 6; Cincinnati 4, Philadel-
phia 0; Cleveland 12, Baltimore 7; New
York 19, Chicago 4.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA[
Washington, May 19.-The Supreme
Court of the United States decided yes-
terday evening what is known as the
famous "Jim Crow" car case of Flessy
vs. Ferguson, concerning the statute
in the State of Louisiana requiring
all railroad companies to supply separate
coaches for white and colored persons as
constitutional, thus affirming the decis-
ion of the court below. Justice Brown
delivered the opinion. Justice Harlan
issented.
Died Saturday.
Mr. Hugh Chandler, who resides; near
Elkton, died late last Saturday after-
eon from the effect of the injuries he
received Friday, when he was kicked
on the head by a mule
Victim of Consumption.
J. N. McCoy, for fifteen years pay-
master of the L. & N. Railroad, well-
known in this city, and popular far and
near in railroad circks, died last night
at his home in Howell, Ind., after a long
illness of consumption.
Name and Polfry Changed.
The Todd County Times, a newspa-
per plant of Elkton, WiL8 sold yesterday
afternoon to C. H. Penick, a Todd
county fanner and citizen of Elkton,
for $2,000. The name of the paper will
be changed to the Todd County Demo-
crat, and it will be made a free-silver
organ.
A new theory in the treatment of
coughs, lung and bronchial affections
has been advanced by the manufactur•
era of Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey. It is
truly a wonderful remedy. All dealoe
sell it on a positive guarantee. For sale
by R. C. Hardwick.
Death of Mr& Vaughn.
Mrs. Mary Vaughn, an estimable lady
of the Swift Ford neighborhood, near
Her/ideal, died day before yesterday, af-
ter a sickness from heart trouble. She
was sixty years old, and a life long
church member. The remains were in-
terred yesterday afternoon at the old
Stevenson place.
Acting as Cashier.
Miss Etta Davis, the bright young la-
dy who hue for some time been the sten-
ographer and assistant cashier at the L.
& N. Railroad Company's office in this
city, is now acting as cashier in the ab-
sence of Mr. Frank Yost, who has gone
away on a two mouth's pleasure trip,
and she is filling the place well-with
credit to herself and to the entire satis-
faction of the company
E. W. Bagby, a prominent lawyer of
Paducah, Ky., says that Dr. Bell's Tar
Honey cured his children of whooping
cough when all things else failed, les
a new remeay for all !coughs, Guaran
teed by R. C. Hardwies.
It Was alistake.
A few days ago we spoke of the deco-
ration of the graves of Confederate
soldiers in Hopewell Oemetery, and sta-
ted that the decoration would be May
10th, which was last Sunday. It was
simply a typographical erns, anti was
intended for Wednoiday, the loth day
of June, on which day the graves of
Confederate soldiers all over the South
will be decorated. It has been the cus-
tom here to decorate May 19th. the an-
niversary of the erection of the Latham
monument, but at the last meeting of
ex-Confederate soldiers, held in Hous-
ton, Texas, it was decided to fix a day to
be observed by all the bivouacs in the
South-so June the tenth was named as
the day
MERCURIAL
m • • POISON
Ls the result of the waist trx•onent of blood
disorders. The system 'stilled with Mercury and
Potash remedies-more to be dreaded than the
diseramt--and In a short while is in a far worse
Condition than before. The common result Is
RHEUMATISM
for which 5.5.5. is the TM( reliable cure. A few
bottles will afford relief where all else ham failed.
I suffered front a aerere attack or Mercurial
Rheumatism, my arms and legs being swollen
to twice their natural sise, causing the most
exernelating ain.. I spent handrech of dollors
without relief, but after taking • few bottles of
I improved rapidly and am
now a well man..complete-
ly cured. I can heartily
recommend it to any one
.miffi-rng from this painful
dutease. W. F. DALEY,
Brooklyn Elevated L.
Tioraisi os Blood tort Ce. Inyeases mailed tr.-to
nadirs. Swirl aracivc CQ., Miami. tia.
TABLER'S fp,
BUCK EYE Inn 7
iiINTMENT
CURES NOTHING PuT.PiLFSJ,
A SUPE • r"--"? • r•
!-
RUT ko. .
BOLO L." L.; •. . Pi.
ECIUIZEGEB1 CO IT. LOtitl.
 A ,01.4 
Four second - hand
engines and seperators
ready to thresh wheat,
for sale cheap. In fine
trim. Winfree, Bros. &
Company.
Public Sale
In order to settle up the business of
the late firm of Shelton & White, I will,
on
Thursday May 28,1896,
-at 11 o'clock a. nt., at_
Newstead, : Ky.,
Sell at Public Auction, to the highest
bidder, the following personal property,-
viz : One New Geiser Steam Engine, 18
horse power, 9:12; One Russell Engine,'
L,211-1; One tank and pump; One tar- •
ecurity, payable in 3 and 'nue months
TERMS :-Notem with good personal
s 
cautitili•paulin: Eight Hay Frames.
after date, without interest.
THE HEST
,13aING MEDICINE
and everyone needs it at l times of the
year. Malaria is always about, and the
only preventive and relief is to keep the
Liver active. You must help the Liver a bit,
and the best helper is the Old Friend, SIM-
MONS LIVER REGULATOR, the RED Z.
Mr. C. Nimrod, of Lancaster, Ohio,
says: "SIMMONS LIVER REGULATOR
broke a case of Malarial Fever of three
years' standing for me, and less than
one bottle did the business. I shall use
It when in need, and recommend it."
Be sure that you get it. Always look for
the RED Z on the package. And don't
forget the word REGULATOR. It is SIM-
MONS LIVER REGULATOR, and there is
only one, and every one who takes it is
sure to be benefited. THE BENEFIT IS
ALL IN THE REMEDY. Take it also for
Biliousness and Sick Headache; both are
caused by a sluggish Liver.
I J. ii. Zeilin & Co., Philadelphia.
A Wild Ride
Lightning
-11 Hot Drops
in the dead of night for
LIGHTNING HOT
DROPS.
• sudden attack of
1i i,I.•ra Morbid.
ALWAYS KEEP
1 In the house, and Mei time
and stiffen im.
Cures all knmach and Row-
el Troubles, and Patna of all
kind,
NEVER FAILS.
60c bottle holds 2$i 1111X40 AI
much idle bottle.
-
HERB MEDICINE COMPANY,
sows NOVI gm, OHIO.
Thos. E. White,
Surviving Partner.
Also, in order to settle the partnership
usimes of late firm of Shelton. White
& Henry, we will sell on same terres
and at Sallie time and place, one Birdsell
Clover Huller. THOS. E. WHITE,
A. M. HENRY,
May, 18,18913. Surviving Partners
FOR SALE
The C. rules° SprLg4 Property
tilting of 131 and a Half Ler rt.
Water-Woeks All Over The House.
Hotel building with 50 rooms all fur-
nished. I mean all the furniture hole e-
hold and kitchen to run the hotel. The
property is located on the Ohio Valley
Railroad 16 miles from Hopkinsville,
Ky Six trains-per day, conneeting at
Princeton with Louisville- and Wes-
tern Kentucky and at Hopkinsvilbe
with trains em, jig from the North and
South. My re-aeon for selling is on ac-
count of my health, only. As I have
made money steadily there. Any per-
son wauting to buy call correspond with
me at Cerulean Springs on the premises
or Collis and Wallace, my agents, Hop-
kinsville, Ky. To the right man I will
make easy terms.
John W. Stith,
Cerulean Springs.
Trigg County, Ky.
Relieves
tired
Backs, •-
IT TOUCHE
THE•
SPOT. 1 .‘
11:3 filarkd Srir.c;CeSS
'of Scott's Emulsion in consump- I
lion, scrofuki and other forms
hcri.!itaty glue to jt
row, rich too.] pro; crlics.(r.ntfo EE!ia
Irapi4ly crtatcs healthy iles`.
iiroper Ikreditary
I aints develop only when the'
syt:tt in LA.::unics weakened.
11.4r
medielne has heck
suce,..ckfid
that (we MOS!
to / hy-
vs ez,,.;yzehere
sre.7-rile
We make your Windows pretty
with BEAUTIFUL SIGNS
Your Houses
For spring should look neat and
pretty. We do the FINEST
GRAINIO, GLASS
GILDING, HARD-WOOD FIN-
ISHING, and FRESOUIN G. We
are
Responsible
And guarantee our work. Write
or call on us foe estimates on all
work
Girard & Ricker,
Tolephon- orders to L. L. Elgue
grug store.
SODA
WATER
is all right, but we do not sell it.
The time we would have to give to
this beverage in its preparations,
etc., we give to our
Prescription
Department
in filling prescriptions. We have a
full stock of Paris Green and Lon-
don Purple for
Potato Bugs and
Cut Worms
all at the lowest price for the best
quality. What do you think of a
mixed paint, and a good one, too,
for The a gal. We sell it and
It StIllIdS
The T('st.
J.0 LOOK. nrugtfst
NEAR L. & N. DEPOT.
Itomestead
Fertilize!
for your Spring crops. high Grails
Best quality. Send for free jimtuiiplmhut
containing full information. Manufac•
tared by
MICHIGAN CARBON WORKS,
Detroit, Mich.
For elle by & BRO.,.
m Ho ttinsville.Ky
1 .1 P.0 t.:Pr.r N T. A 0,."..-1.4
j • i: • '
mstutal •
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1tO cteiai.ors, wit, full
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Special attention given to the collection 
CO II41 ec 
of claims. Office over Plahters Bank. 
4C sssAisse.
HUGH ricKEE
I
161
1.1 IlAb* )p.
C LAME
Livery, Feed & Bele
Stable!
tutisneireedair,..
Cor Seventh and Virginia S SP.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Rifts Furnighf.d 4417 nr rigelt
JOHN B. CASTLEMAN.
ROYA
A. G. LANGHAM
arance Company Liverpool.
(INCoRPORATED
BARBEE AND CASTLEMAIV,
MANAGERS SOUTHERN DEPARTMLN1
COLUA1BM BUILDIFG, LOUIST7LLE, A 1'
GAR,NETT & MOORE, AGENTS.
G
ET YOUR
CEMES
J. M. BULLARD.
Main street, next:door to kemtuckinn office.
A full lin of staple ani Puy h
market prices for country produce ell, ery
!hours to any part or the city. Telephone 91
_
1
,1
As the thermometer crawls up into 1
E, c, the 80's it reminds a person thatthey need a comfortable straw hat. 1
so try one of our .1
1 ; .
,44,1
AN ICICLE STRAW HATS. I0
E:t
. 
The best on the market. See show .1
Io'
v4, window for late styles. 3
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Screen
Doors
and
Window
Screens.
We want your orders for
"OH Wilikr:t
NIGHT"
Dagg & Richards.
••-•rir.•••:•••:z•••Arf•Vari..",',•-•,.• For Your
Protection
4-) e 41; lc I; ;II-Ire this remedy does not con
'• • • sdb' CPO- LAO' _.
0%..,10,46.,•
(11.Stylish
Hats and Bonnets,.._•
it 55
,
I T•
.4 • 7.
- 4 •
We have a carefully selected and beautiful
line of millinery; besides notions, shirt waists,
ladies vests, etc.
We want you to judge for yourself, and
invite you to examine our stock for theAt: t.p:ing and summer If not caring to pm--
chase the information of what people are
wearing will be of value.
Mrs1111W.Steele&Co.
NINTI4 STREET, TTopk insville, Ky.
.MZZZZZZit‘)
Stock Sale. •
. . . at J M. Ren,haw
. & Sons Stable
Saturday May 16. 1896.
and on Find and Third Saturdays in each month thereafter All person
having Hones, Mules, Cattle, }lugs, or stork of any kind to sell would de
will te bring them to us. and persons desiring to ipurchase- anything of
the kind tire reapectfullv invited to attend these miles.
CHARGES REM40NABLE. To enable ont customers to make
their weets known, we have provided a REGISTER in which those hav-
ing stock to tell, or wanting to buy, may register their wants.
Respectful] J. M. RENSHAW & SON, H e, Ky.
we positively state that
tali, mercury or any oth
er ini urtous drug.
NASAL 4 ;ATAltRII
a local disease itod
the result of voids tun:
sudden climatic changes.
ELY'SCREAMBaLM
open. and cleanses the Nasal Passages. Al-
la.. Pain anti IllthilIllit1011. Heal. the Korea,
Fr, tt..•1 s tim. Membrane f row cold., Rrstores
t hr sett..., of smell etild (Mgt.. The Nairn Is
quickly atworb.al ab.,,rissi and givt s relief
at onct•. Ski. at ti rngcl.t. or by mail.
"my it ROTH E RM 5.Warr, it street, New
York.
There is fun in the
foam, and health in
the cup of HIRES
Rootbeer-the great
temperance drink. •
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May it please the court," said a con-
victed criminal when asked if be had
anything to say before sentence of death
was passed upon him-"may it please
the court, bad company has been my
ruin. I received the blessing of good
patents and in return promised to avoid
all evil associations. Had I kept my
promise I should have been saved this
than* and been free from the load of
guilt that hangs around me like a vul-
ture, threatening to drag me to justice
for crimes yet tinrevealeil. I who once
moved in the first circles of society and
have been the guest of distinguished
public men am ion, and all through bad
company."
This is but one of the thousand proofs
that evil associations blast and destroy.
It is the invariable rule. There is a
well man in the wards of a hospital
where there are a hundred people sick
with ship fever, and he will not be so
apt to take the disease as a good man
would be apt to be smitten with moral
distemper if abut up with iniquitous
companion& In olden times prisoners
were herded together in the same cell,
but each one learned the vines of all
the culprits, so that instead of being
reformed by incarceration the day of
1:beretion turned them out upon society
beasts, not men.
Deallah's Mears.
We may, in our places of business,
be compelled to talk to and mingle
with bad men, but he who deliberately
chooses to &emaciate himself with vicious
people is engaged in carrying on a
courtship with a Delilah whose shears
will clip off all the locks of his strength,
and he will be tripped into perdition.
Sin is catching, is infectious, is epi-
demic. I will let you look over the
millions of people now inhabiting the
earth, and I challenge you to show me
a good man who after one year has
made choice and consorted with the
wicked. A thousand dollars' reward for
one each instance. I care not how strong
your character may be. Go with the
corrupt and you will become corrupt.
Clan with burglars, and you will be-
come a barglse. Go among the unclean,
and you will become unclean. Many a
young man has been destroyed by not
appreciating this. He wakes up some
morning in the great city and knows no
one except the persons into whose em-
ploy he has entered. An he goes into
the store all the clerks mark him, meas-
ure him and detente him. The upright
young men of the store wish him well,
but perhaps wait for a formal introduc-
tion, assi seen then have some delicacy
*boat imeisiag him into their associa-
te,ne beat the bad young men of the
store at the first opportunity approach
anti offer their services. They patrunize
him. They profess to knew all about
the town. They will take him anywhere
he wishes to go-if he will pay the ex-
pellees. For if a good young man and a
bad young man go to sonic piece where
they ought not, the good young man
has invariably to pay the charges. At
the moment the ticket is paid for, or
the champagne settled for, the bad
young man feels around in his pockets
and says. "I have forgotten my pocket-
book."
. In 48 hours after the young man has
entered the store the bad fellows of the
establishment slap him on the shoulder
familiarly and, at his stupidity in tak-
ing certain allusions, say, "My young
friend, you will have to be broken in,"
and they immediately proceed to break
'Ora in. Young man, in the name of
God I warn you to beware how you let
a bad man talk familiarly with you. If
such a one slap you on the shoulder fa-
miliarly, turn round anti give him a
withering look until the wretch crouches
.in your presence. There is no monstros-
ity of wickedness that can stand un-
abashed under the glance of purity and
honor. God keeps the lightuins,-s of
heaven in his own scabbard, and no hu-
man arm can wield them, but God gives
to every young man a lightning that he
may use, and that is the lightning of an
bones* eye. Those who have been close
observers of .city life will not wonder
why I give warning to young men and
say, "Beware of evil companions."
$imi the Skeptic.
I warn you to shun the skeptic-the
young man who puts his fingers in his
west and laughs at your old fashioned
religion, and turns over to some mystery
of the Bible, and says, "Explain that,
my pions friend, explain that." And
who says: "Nobody shall scare me; I
am not afraid ot the future. I used to
believe in such things, and so did my
father and mother, but I have got over
it." Yet, be haa got over it, and if you
sit in his company a little longer you
will get over it too. Without presenting
one argument against the Christian re-
ligion, such men will, by their jeers
and scoffs and caricatures, destroy your
reepeet for that religion which was the
strength of your father in his declining
years and the pillow of your old mother
when she lay a-dying.
Alas, a time will come when this
blustering young infidel will have to
die, and then his diamond ring will
Bash no splendor in the eyes of Death
as he stands over the couch waiting for
his soul! Thome beautiful locks will be
uncombed upon the pillow, and the dy-
ing man will my, "I cannot die. I can-
not. die." Death, standing ready beside
the couch, say& "You must die. You
have only half • minute to live. Let
me have it right away-your soul!"
"No," says' the young infidel, "here
are my gold rings and these pictures.
Take them all." "No," says Death.
"What do I care for pictures. Your
soul!" "Stand back!" says the dying
infidel. "I will not stand hack," says
Death, "for you have only ten seconds
now to live_ I want your Neut." The
dying man says: "Don't Lis athe that
told air into my face. You crowd me
too hard. It is getting dark in the
men. 0, God!" "Hush," says Death.
• "Vou said there was nieGed." "Pray
for me," exclaims the expiring infidel.
"Too late to pray," says llt &AIL "But
three more seconds to live, and I will
count them off-one, two, three!" He
hie gone! Where? Where? Carry hint
out anti herr him heciilr Ida father and
Mother, who died while holilititt fast
the tiliftet rellaboh. Thu died alien
II% bet Ow plitiiiti Ittfittal • itly lend.
"Ihttet itrettlial thsi volol sir Me to
fibre, Yee alsoieti 0$0 liNt bilPil, It s gat,
110111114011 is 14 slum,"
At0114,I siws yea to ohms the 00M-
paitiouship el Micro. There are men
haingiug Around every 541•Tti and affieu
and shop who have uothieg to do, or
act AI if they had net. Thu y are apt to
tome lu when the Arm are away and
wish to engage you in conversation
while you are engaged in your regular
eneileyntent Politely inaggcst to such
persons that you have no time to give
them during business hours. Nothing
would please them MO well as to have
yen renounce your occupation and as-
sociaie with them. Much of the time
they lounge around the doors of engine
bereave cr after the dining hour stand
upon the steps of a fashionable hotel or
an elegant restaurant, wishing to give
you the idea that that is the place where
they dine. But they do not dine there.
They are sinking down lower and lower
day by day. Neither by day nor by
night have anything to do with idlers.
Before you admit a matt into your ac-
qaaintance ask him politely, "What do
tan do fora living?" If he says, "Noth-
ing; I am a gentleman," look out for
him. He may have a very soft hand
and very faultlees apparel, and have a
high sounding family name, but his
touch is death. Before you know it you
will in his preview*, be ashamed of your
work dries. &anneal will become to you
drudgery, and after awhile you will lose
your place, and afterward your respect-
ability, and last of all your soul. Idle-
ness is next doer to villainy. Thieves,
gamblers, burglar& shoplifters and ne-
e:Angina are made from the cities who
have nothing to de. When the police go
To hunt up and arrest a culprit, they
fathom go to look in at the busy carriage
EVIL Assocaringe futorytt bekilld its &dial; Wilk* alit'I gent chile are employed, but they go
V. t fiA,LMAGE POINTS OUT A
' among the group; of idlers. The play Is
PE Ol  I going on at the theater, when suddenly
GRAVE PERIL. there is a scuffle in the top gallery.
What is it? A policeman has come in,
and leaning over has tapped on thene Plainly Mums the Dangers of 'Metal-
shoulder ofa young man, saving, "Ierne, et Idleness, 'if Perpetual Pleasure
8•Alslinis end of GasublInk The Pinata er
Bad Cisesspisay.
W isttiameos, May 17.-Young and
old but more especially the young men
and women of our time, have a vital in-
terest in the theme upon which Rev.
Dr. Talmage discourses today. He chose
for his subject "Bad Company." the
,text selected being Proverbs e 15 " Walk 
west you, sir." He has not worked
during the day, but 'tomatoes has raked
together &shilling or two to get into the
top gallery. He is an idler. The man on
his right hand is an idler, and the man
on his left hand is an idler.
Mia Breedlug Id leases,
During the past few years there has
been a great deal of dullness in business.
Venlig men have complained that they
est thou in the way with them." 
I haste little to do. If they have nothing
to do, they can read and improve
Hardly any young man goes to a place 1 their minds and hearte. These times are
of dissipation alone. Each one is accom- !noti always to continue. Business is
panic& No man goes to ruin alone. .He wa.king up, and the superior knowledge
slwaYs takes &owe one with him- that in this interregnum of work you
may obtain will be worth $50,000 of
capitaL The large fortunes of the next
20 years are having their foundations
laid now by the young men who are
gi themselves to pelf improvement.
I t into a store in New York and
sa five men, all Christiana sitting
saying that they had nothing to
da l It is an outrage fur a Christian num
to have nothing to do. Let hint go out
and visit the poor, or distribute tracts,
or go and read the Bible to the sick, or
take out his New Testament and be
malting his eternal fortune. Let him go
int, the back office and pray.
Shrink back from idleness in yourself
and in others if you would maintain a
right position. Good old Ashbel Green
at more than SO years of age wan found
bum' writing, and some young man said
te kim : "Why do you keep busy? It is
time for you to rest" He answered, "I
keep busy to keep out of mischief." No
man is strong enough to be idle.
Are you fond of. pictures? If 80, I will
shoiw you one of the works of an old
matter. Here it is: "I went by the field
of the slothful and by the vineyard of
the man void of understanding, and lo!
it Wso all grown over with thorns, and
nettles had covered the face thereof, and
the Moue wall was broken down. Then
I raw and considered well. I looked
upon it and received instruction. Yet a
little sleep, a little slumber, a little
folding of the hands to sleep. So shall
thy poverty come as one that traveleth
and thy want as an armed man." I
don't know of another sentence in the
Billie more explosive than that. It first
his's, softly, like the fuse of a cannon,
and at last bursts like a 54 pounder.
The old proverb was right, "The devil
tempts most men, but idlers tempt the
devil."
A young man came to a man of 90
years of age and said to him, "How
have you made out to live so long and
be so well?" The old man took the
youngster to an orchard, and, pointing
to come large trees full of apples, said,
"I planted these trees when I was a boy,
and do you wonder that now I am per.
to gather the fruit of them?" We
gather in old age what we plant in our
youth. Sow to the wind, and we reap
the whirlwind. Plant in early life the
right kind of a Christian character, and
you will eat luscious fruit in old age
and gather these harvest apples in eter-
nity.
Pleasure Sienna.
I urge you to avoid the perpetual
pleasure seeker. _I believe in recreation
and. amusement. God would not bare
made 111 with the capacity to laugh if
he had not intended us sometimes to M-
inims it. God bath hung in sky and
set in ware and printed on grass many
a roundelay, but he who chooses pleas-
ure seeking for his life work does not
understand for what God made him.
Oueamusements are intended to help
um le sortie esraelsiniliesion. 'The thtui-
derelond bath an edge exquisitely pur-
pled. but with voice that jars the earth
it declares, "I go to water the green
dads." The wild flowers under the
tease are gay, but they say, "We stand
ItZre to make room for the Wheattleld
Ind to refresh the husbandmen in their
notating." The stream sparkles and
foams and frolics and says: "I go to
baptize the moss. I have the epees on
the trout. I slake the thirst of the bird.
I tarn the wheel of the milL I rock in
my crystal cradle muckahaw and water
lily" And so, while the world playa, it
Look out for the man who al-
waja plays and never works.
will do well to avoid those whose
reg*lar business it is to play ball, skate
or go a-boating. All these sports are
greed in their places. I Dever derived
so Much advantage from any ministerial
association as from a ministerial club
that went out to play ball every Satur-
day afternoon in the cutskirts of Phila.
delihia. These recreations are grand to
givitriut muscle and spirits for our regu-larc 
1 I believe jp muscular Chris
tiatdty. A man is often not so near
God with a weak stomash as when he
has a strong digestion. But shun three
who make it their life occupation to
sport. There are young men whose in-
dustry and tuwfulness have fallen over-
board from the yacht There are men
whose business fell through the ice of
the skating pond and has never since
been beard of. There is a beauty in the
gliding of a boat, in the song of skates,
in the soaring of a well struck ball, and
I never see one fly but I involuntarily
throw up my hands to catch it, and so
far from laying an injunction upon ball
playing or any other intrent 'sport, I
claim them all as belonging of right to
those of us who toil in the grand indus-
tries of church and state.
it the life business of pleapure seek-
ing always makes in the end a criminal
or a sot. George Brammel was smiled
upon by all England, and hip life was
glean to pleasure_ He danced with the
peetesses and swung a round of mirth
and wealth and applause until, ex-
hanated.cd purse, and worn out of body,
audi bankrupt of reputation, and ruined
of rul, he begged a biscuit from a gro-
cer ! and declared that he thought a
&gin life was better than a man's_
Such men will come into your office,
or ceowd around your anvil, or seek to
deoiy you off. They will want you to
break out in the midst of your busy day
to take a ride with them. They will
tell you of some people you must see, of
some excursion that you must take, of
some Sabbath day that you ought to
dishonor. They will tell you of exqui-
site wines that you must taste, of costly
opened that you must hear, of wonderful
daueers that you must see, but before
you want their convoy or their com-
panionship remember that while at the
end of a woeful life you may be able to
look back to kindnesses done,: to honor-
able work accomplished, to poverty
bellied, to a good name earned, to Chris-
tie= influence exerted, to a Saviour's
eau* advanced-these ph entre seekers
on their deathbed have nothing better
to law than a torn playbill, a ticket
for room an empty tankard, and the
reticent rinds of it rerouted, and, as in
the delirium of their awful tleath they
eltiteli the goblet awl pre* it too their
HON the dregs t f the cop foiling Midi
I hell tonsite will heatiii to tols4 knot so-
1.o•il Vtilli the looters of no eittrus1 poi
sttle
The ttataltiteg hutch,
A SIM *Veld Os yeti eoeld ovoid the
dee I t4 your lofty, Hotel end rout any
int*, hu ha* 10114 the gambling spirit.
Mt u who waut in gamble, will find
pipets just amis.! to thuir capacity, not
only4iu this nialerground oyster miler or
at die table back of the curtain cover-
ed With greasy yards, or in the steam-
boat amokiug rebate where the bloated
wretth with rings iu his curs dealt' out
hit thick and winks at the metnapocting
traveler - providing free drinks all
area/id-but in gilded parlors and amid
gorgbeus surnamolings.
Tins inn works ruin, find, by unhealth-
ful 4jmulante. Excitement is 'pleasura-
ble. Under every sky awl in every age
men have sought it. The Chinaman
gets it by smoking his opium, the Pee-
sian* chewing hasheesh, the trapper in
a baffalo hunt, the sailor in a squall,
the ihetwiate in the bottle and the avari-
cious' at the gaming table. We must at
time* have excitement A thousand
Yokels in our nature demand it. It is
right It la healthful. It is inspiring,
It is a desire God given. But anything
that first gratifies this appetite and
hurls it back in a terrific reactiou is de-
plorable and wicked. Look out for the
agitation that like a nyugh musician
in bringing out the tune plays so hard
be Weeks down the instrument. God
never made man strong enough to en-
dure the wear and tear of gambling ex-
citement. No wonder if, after having
failed in the garnefmen have begun to
sweep off imaginary gold from the side
of the table. The man was sharp enough
wheal he started at the game, bta a ma-
niac et the clone At every gaming ta-
ble slit on one side ecstasy, enthusiasm,
romapoe--the frenzy of joy; teethe oth-
thli, fiffeelitol
professional gamester schonie himself
into apparent quietness. The keepers of
gambling moms are generally fut., rol-
licking and obese, but thorough and
professional gamblers, in nine eases out
of ten, are pale, thin, wheezy, tremu-
lous and exhausted.
A young man, having suddenly inher-
ited a large property, sits at the hazard
tables and takes up in a dice box the
estate won by a father's lifetime. sweat
and 'Makes it and tosses it away. In-
temperance soon stigmatizes its victim,
kicking hint out, is slavering tail, iuto
l the ditch, or sending him, with the
drunkard's hiccough, staggering up the
! street where his family lives. But gam-
tiling does not in that way expose its
i victims. The gambler may be eaten up
I by the gambler's passion, yet you only
: discover it by the greed in his eyes, the
! hardness of his features, the nervous
I restlessness, the threadbare coat andhis embarrassed business. Yet he is on
the read to hell, and no preacher's voice
or startling warning or wife's entreaty
can make him stay for a moment his
headlong career. The infernal spell is
on him, a giant is trouped within, and
though you may bind him with cables
they would part like thread, and though
you fasten him seven times round with
chains they would snap like rusted wire,
and though you piled up in his path
heaven high Bibles, trains and siemens
and on the top should set the cross of
the Son of God, over them all the gam-
bler would leap. like a row over the
rooks, on his way to perdition.
A Ralson. Lever.
A man used to reaping scores or hun-
dreds of donate from the gaming table
wiirminile cell-fent w lie Slew 77.e
will say, "What is the use of my trying
to make these $50 in my store when I
can get five times that in half an hour
down at Billynt" You never knew a
confirmed gambler who was industri-
ous. The men given to this vice spend
their time not actively engaged in the
game in idleness, or intoxication, or
sleep, or in corrupting new victims.
This sin has dulled the carpenter's saw
and cut the band of the factory wheel,
sunk the cargo, broken the teeth of the
farmer's harrow and sent a strange
lightning to shatter the battery of the
philosopher. The very first idea in gam-
ing is at war with all the industries of
society. Any trade or occupation that is
of use is ennobling. The street sweeper
advances the interests of society by the
cleanliness effected. The cat pays for
the fragments it eats by cleaning the
house of vermin. The fly that takes the
sweetness from the drugs of the cup
compensates by purifying the air and
keeping back the pestilence. But the
gambler gives not anything for that
which he taken. I recall that sentence
He does make a return, but it is dis-
grace to the man he fleeces, despair to
his heart, ruin to his business, anguish
to his wife, shame to his children and
eternal wasting away to his soul. He
pays in tears, and blood, and agony,
and darkness, and woe. What dull
work is plowing to the farmer when in
the village saloon in one night he
makes and loses the value of a summer
harvest! Who will want to sell tape,
and measure nankeen, and cut gar-
ments, and weigh sugars, wheu in a
night's game he makes and lases, and
makes again and loses again, profits of a
season? John Borack was sent as mer-
cantile agent from Bremen to England
and this country. After two years hie
employers mistrusted that all was not
right He was a defaulter for $87,000.
It was found that he had lost in Ism-
bard street, London, $29,000; in Fulton
street, New York, $10,000, and in Neat'
Orleans $3,000. He was imprisoned,
but afterward escaped and went into
the gambling profession. He died in a
lunatic asylum. This crime is getting
its lever under many a mercantile house
In our cities and before long down will
come the great establishment, crushing
reputation, home comfort and immortal
/ands.
essees of Chance.
The whole world is robbed. What is
most sad, there are no conaelatiens for
the loss and suffering entailed by gam.
Mg. If men fail in lawful business,
God pities and society commiserates,
but where in the Bible or society is
there any consolation for the gambler?
From is hat tree of the forest oozes there
a balm that can soothe the gamester's
heart? In that bottle where God keeps
the tears of his children are thete any
tearkof the gambler? Do the winds that
comPto kiss the faded cheek of sickness
and to cool the heated brow of the hi-
borer whisper hope and cheer to the
emaciated victim et the game of haz-
ard? When an honest man is in trouble,
he has sympathy. "Poor fellow!" they
say. But do mumblers come to weep at
the agonies of the gambler? In North-
umberland was one of the finest estates
In England. Mr. Porter owned it and
in a year gambled it all away. Having
lost the last acre of the estate, he came
down from the saloon and got into his
carriage, went back, put up his horse'
and carriage and town bowie and play-
ed, lie threw and lust. He started for
home - and on a side alley met a friend,
from whom he borrowed ten guineas.
He went back to the saloon, and before
a great while had won £20,000. He
died at last a beggar in St Giles. How
many gamblers felt sorry for Mr. Por-
ter? Who consoled him on the loss of
his estate? What ganibler subscribed to
put a stone,over the poor man's grave?
Not one. Furthermore, this sin is the
source of uncounted dishonesty. The
game of hazard itself is often a cheat
How many tricks and deceptions in the
dealing of the cards! The opponent's
band is ofttimes found out by fraud.
Cards are marked so that they may be
designated from the back. Expert game-
sters have their accomplices, and one
wink may decide the game. The dice
have been found loaded with platines
so that doublets come up every time.
These dice are introduced by the gam-
blers unobserved by the honest men
who have come into the play, and this ac-
counts for the fact that ninety-nine out
of a hundred who gamble, however
wealthy when they began, at the end
are found to be poor, miserable, haggard
wretches, that would not new be allowed
to sit on the doorstep of the house that
they once owned.
In a gaining house in San Francisco a
young man having just tome from the
minus deposited a large MHZ upon the
ace and won $22,000. But the tide
turns. Intense anxiety comes upon the
aountenauces of all. Slowly the cards
wont forth. Every eye is fixed. - Not a
*nand is heard until the ace is revealed,
avorable to the bank. There are shouts
of "Fun!! Foul!" but the keepers of the-
stile produce their pistols, and the up
oar is silenced, and the bank has won
95
-,00o. Do you call this a game of
chance? Tieve is no chance about it.
But these dishonesties in the carrying
on of the game are nothing whin coin-
pared with the frauds that are cumuli-
ted in eider to get money to go ou with
the nefarious ar,re. (nutthitug, with its
nosily inuol, Imo etiolated away Ike
Whittle'. Hilts sod the prottinti of the or,
photos o Itss sold the doitioliter's virtue Its
104 the ROAM hi iseilifige the gigue, leo
Yttillell the 0044iitarteit's litglisIdafna
ruipIted the toinkar's money vsolt and
wielded the dagger. Tlirre la
no depth t ineanneas to which It will
Pot stoop. There) is no cruelty at which
it is appalled. There is no wanting of
God that it will sot dare. Mu -cute,,
unappeasable, fiercer and wilder, it
blinds, it hardens, it rends, it blasts, it
crushes, it damns. Have nothing to do
with gamblers whether they gamble on
large scale or small scale.
Cast out these men from your compa-
ny. Do not be intimate with them. Al-
ways be polite. There is no demand
that you ever sacrifice politeness. A
young man accosted a Christian Quaker
with, "Old chap, how did you make all
your money?" The Quaker replied,
"By dealing in an article that thou
=lead deal in if thou wilt
-civility."
Always be courteous, but at the same
time firm. Bay DO as if you meant
Have it understood in store and shop
and street that you will not stand in
the companionship of the skeptic, the ;
Idler, the pleasure seeker, the gambler. 1
feast 
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MCI. FATAL FALL
"Gene to lunch.
Be back in ten
minutes." And,
the man will be
- 
there on time.
That is, for some
La pi, John C SOdpdays, weeks or even months,he will. Then he will be
at home occasionally for a
day. He'll tell you he had era headache-a turn of chol-
era morbus, or maybe he'll
s* he had a lump in his stomach and
felt too miserable to move. The lump
was probably two or three ten-minute
lunches condensed. They were hurried
in, but they were taking their own time
about getting out, or even "moving on."
This is a great mistake, but as long as
there's life there's a chance to rectify
mistakes.
The man who "bolts" his lunches will
find Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets the
best friend he ever met. The " Pellets "
may not hurry as much as the man does,
but they will do the work for which
they are intended -surely--promptly--
effectually.
There is no case of biliousness, con-
stipation, indigestion, "heart-burn." or
any of the rest of the night-mare breed-
ing brood, that thew little "Pellets" will
not cure.
They are not disagreeable to take,
neither are the effects disagreea lee. They
are gentle laxatives. They cure perms-
rssmily. There's no danger of forming a
"Pellet habit." Therefore, you don't
become a slave to their use.
Send 21 one-cent stamps to cover cost of
mailing me/y, and receive abaolutelyrrstir,
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Ad-
viser, and find out how to keep yourself
and family healthy. The book contains
writ pages, over yo illustrations and over
6Ao,000 copies have been sold at V.se each.
The new edition of soo,000 copies is to be
given away absolutely free. It is a veri-
table medical library, complete in one
volume. Address, with stamps, World's
Dispensary Medical Association, No. 661
Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
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LIGHTNING HOT 1111011
Is their friend as an external remely for
Pains, sprains, Cuts, Scratches and Bruises
and all like accidental ailments.
CARRY A BOTTLE ALONG.
You'll find it of particular u.e when Gripes,
Pains In the Stomach Dome on-nothing
better for Cramps or Cholera kturbus.
Inc use holds twice as much as the 28e nal.
HERB MEDICINE COMPANY,
IlleatletlfIgla, OHIO.
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CHIEF FRITZ'S CAI'l tin .
Mr. George Smith's E...scape
--Other Interesting News.
Enoying exnellent health, and in the
best of spirits, Capt. John C. Soap( r
left Hopkiusville, Suturday ufternoou,
in charge of a local freight on its re-
turn run over the Ohio Valley reheat'
to lienderaon. A few hours later he
fell front a box car and suatainel inju-
ries from which he died.
While making a switch near Snlliia
station two tem cars jumped the track
Capt. Soaper, who was standing on one
of the cars, was thrown violently to the
side of the track. His head struck
against a rock and his skull was frac-
tured, and hreo of his ribs were broken.
When the brakemen reached him he
was conscious, but in a dying condition.
The last words he uttered before becom-
ing insensible were:
"Well, boys, I've been railroading all
my life, and this is the first time I was
ever hart."
Capt. Striper WIL8 placed on an engine
and taken to Princeton, where, after
suffering fearfully for about an hour, he
died. The remains were taken to Hen.
demon Monday.
The victim of the accident was a
whole-souled, genial man. He had a
host of friends in this city and was pop-
ular in all the towns on his run. He
had been in the service of the 0. V..
it !venal years and was one of the com-
pany's most valued employe& A widow
and two children survive him.
A NARROW ESCAPE,
Mr. George H. Smith, the piano mar,
  h-is a large stone and a battered derby
hat carefally put away na mementos of
a narrow escape he had the hater part
of last week.
Last Friday morning, accompanied by
Mr. Ed. Pyle, he left the city in a buggy
and started to Cadiz. While paining
near a clump of bushes, alout half a
mile this side of Gracile some (Imam d
hurled a stone with terrific forge at the
occupants of the vehicle. The misile
struck the brim of Mr. Smith's hat.
1nel it struck an inch lower the gentle-
man would have been painfully and,
perhaes, fatally injured. As it was, he
was stunned by the blow and it was
several minutes before he recovenal.
He and Mr. Pyle went on a search for
hits' scoundrel who had thrown the stone
but were unable to find him.
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T. W. BIAKHY, It, F, EAGER.
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-uFFICE Itou Ras_
to to iOa, to. 8 lc 9 it. tn,
to 4 p. tu. I 0 3 P •
Drs. Blakey & Eager9
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS,
HOPKINSVILLE, - - - KENTUCKY.,
Office over Planters Bank -Telephoe office
end Residences.
HUCH rslcKEE
A. '.t.orrteernr -416T
Special attention given to the collection
of claims. Office over Planters Bank.
HUNTER WOOD,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Office in Hopper Block, up stairs, over
Planters Bank.
BC/ E, • • ' I (
JOHN FEL AND
Attorney/ - at - Law
Once Hopper Block, over Planter's Bank
L. C. ANDERSON
Pllysiciali& Surma
Office over Planters Bank. Office
hours from 9 to II a. m., 2 to 4 p. m.
M. S. Meriweattier,
-COMINTVIeigarrilio
...Vice over Bassett'e Iii Kummer Block
DR. HOWE WALLACE,
Physician andSurveno
(iFFit It: Upstairs, opp ea
office. corner Ninth Ise
I EtESTDNCE: Car. Mat-
- nth
Fire and Life
Insurance Agents.
Agents for the
Old Mutual Benefit Life
Of Newark, New Jersey.
Their Mew thootract,—
Evorything in ilia Contract,
Loans find real estate 4I0
NigtOiltitiON with us,
°MCP Wilts Mirth Main, titsag
Court Howie, Hopkinsville, Ky.
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A BURGLARY CLEARED UP.
A few days ago Chief of Police Fritz
learned that Harry Edwards, eolonst,
who murdered his wife at Madisonville
some time ago, was in town. Amelia-
Denied by Officer Layne, the Chief vis-
ited a number of houses in town where
he thought Edwards might be hidden.
In the home of Margaret Edwards hi-
came across Harry Williams, an ex-con-
vict, and arrested him. While putting
on his clothe* the negro walked over to
a drawer and thrust his hankinto it
Capt. Fritz (veered the fellow with a
revolver and made him hand over the
article he was trying to take from thy
drawer. This tuned out to be a valua-
ble pistol The nterro was turned (woe
to Officer Layne, but on the way to the
police station he escaped and has not
yet been captured. Capt. Fntz ques-
tioned the women and found that the
ex-convict ;had row-faded a gold watch
under the boasts. The officer secured
the watch, and an investigation devel-
oped that it was the property of Lucie*
Jenkins, whose house, near the city, was
burglarieed a short time ago.
Jest n,ir everybody is beginning to
take. a sprite; nteolicine. And it is a good
thing to do provided you take Siminota
Liver Regulator-the best Stating Medi-
eine. It is a sluggish liver that clogs
the system mid makes bad blood. A
(lose it day of Simmons Liver Regulator
will wake a new man out of you, and a
new woman too. Look for the Reel Z on
the package. It is SW111101114 Liver Reg
nlator you want.
ALL ENDS IN SMOKE.
It Appears tb4t the r. G.
Hattie:id Project to Dead.
Awhile back there was eousiderable
talk of at projected :ailroad from Cain,
to Cumberland A representative
of foreign et-spit:tons-La t ane here to spy
the lead out and seed if it flowed with
milk and honey in sufficient quantities
to make a railroad a paying investment.
says the Mayfield Mirror. The capital-
ists wanted the people all along the
route to pay for hat mug a survey and (*-
tit-nate of tile cost of cusistruction 111,11C.
Appeals were made by tlmee at thi: head
of the enterprise to the citizens for vol-
untary contributions, but slot enough
(Ned(' be raised, and the representative
of the capitalists went to New York
where he has been several weeks await-
ing develeinuents.
"A few NS et-km ago J. D. Simpson and
others here who are interested in the
building of the roattdeeitled they would
form a syndirate and furnish money
neeeesary to make the survey, on Pertain
conditions. They laid their plan before
the representative of the capitalists, but
it seemed not to meet his appmval. So
the entertain. is merely Mean quo.
rPtinolth tun, well feel prowl of some
d enterprises. Misers It. Wilmot, It
Monet, Ky write Its the K. 111
not, won't S tilli tlet, Comipsoly se fill
• lierlWe write this too eertify the
y onoterfol suuist rind pawl result« from
lin? Dr. Dell's Pun' 14p !Wilily, yawl)
s stilt 55$ fastaP than soy inootiville Woo
ever sold. People who Hever trded st
our some have Wird ntit and Num*
trim 1414111ti011 fur it. (ii iii
mum its particular Is that of him Smith
Wooldridge, of tiois place. Whits was sot
Afttirtt'll WWI her throat for over two
years that she could slut meek above a
whisper. After mho, used the find Ise-
tie of Dr. Pine Tar Honey she
could talk as well as ever and the case
is such a vionolerful cure that her
neighbors tome to) til•t1 for themselves
and are usbniished to hear her talk.
Mr. A. R. Humble, also of this place,
says your Dr. Bell's Tiny Tonic Tablets
are doing him more good for dyspepsia
than any medicine he ever used. These
an: only n few cams and we know that
there cannot be too much said in praise
of your celebrated medicines. We are
thankful that we had an opportunity to
by such valuable goods. They are prov-
ing a blessing to our community.
Account of Christian Missionary and
Sunday School Union, the 0. V. R'y.
will sell tickets to Princeton and return
on May 19th to 22nd inclusive, at one
and one-third fare.
E. M. Sitsewoon, Agt.
WALLING TALKS.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA 1
Newport, Ky., May 16.-Alonzo Wall-
ing, who is indicted as Scott Jackson's
accomplice in the murder of Pearl Bry-
an, says that when his trial comes up
he will go on the stand and make a
clean breast in regard to his connection
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mut must please the Floureertte
because they are perfect
In every part.
e
iimesendsammesseillisealet
for Infants and Children.
TBUMF years' observation of Caatorla with tho_patronag• ••:millions of porsous, permit us to speak of it without gumming.
It is seuestionably Om boat remedy for Intents and Children
the world ta s ever knows. It 1.• harmless. Children like it. It
eves them koala. It will save their live.. In it Mothers have
simistrhigkk_Lasobsto 1.s _ft.mt.U1
ohild's modistin%
Contort& destroys Worms.
Ca.storia allays Feverishness.
Castor's prevents vomiting Sour Curd.
Castoria sures Diarrhea and Wind Wis.
pastorla raelevos Teething Troubles 
Onstoria mires Constipation sad Flalsakonap;
Cleated& soutralioss the sleets of earlosio sold gas or poiseamas
Cambria does not contain morphia., epims, or other narootie
Costoria asidasilatos Um fool, regulates the stomach and bowel%
Ity_in healthy and natural sleek.
Caster,* la put up to onirmbe bottles only. It is mot mold In Int&
Don't allow assume to sell yes anything elm on Um plea or promise
that it is "Just am geed" and "will ammo: every purpose."
Om that you get C"A"S'T'OR-I-A.
The tao.sdasils
pignuts's.* of 'w=4 1117-eiere-440(
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castorla.
They -./taivor Quick Bakers,
Lighten tup-Act. Superior Cookers,
STOVES 10 Powerful Heaters.Labor 444,cof
r•
Great variety of styles and slum
A Written Guarantee
given with every stogn
Used Thousands. Should be by You.
Soldby Gene KeDttcy
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ARM,, AV ilMAIAER SODA It
0 •in packages. cLa .E... cour_ univeraally ackeowtalged purest La the world.dyn,.. Costs no more than c-ther rackage soda-never trolls 55
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he Mad,: only by CHURCH tz CO., Ftw York. Sold by grocers everywhere.
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PISO'S CURE FOR
! e•y-ru p
t.:ieoe„
V.
r
CONSUMPTION
Best Cough Medicine
I ever used.-W. C. 1;11.1131CSERitER, Clarion, Pa.,
Dec. 29, 1894. I sell Piso's Cure for Consump-
tion, and never have any coin-
plaints.-E. SHORHY, Postmaster,
Shorey, Kansas, Dee. .c...1st, 1894.
- PtSOS CURE FOR
CONSUMPTION
Come '.'To si•Us
—FOR YOUR—
Gent's shoes, ladies'
shoes, misses' and chili
dren's shoes andOxfords.
All widths, lasts and prices. Red Tans,
Chocolates, Patent Leathers, etc.
The finest line of Gent's white and colorcd
SHIRTS
Ties, Hosiery, Under-
wear, Suspenders, &c.,
be found in ihe city. We want your
trade. Have select( d a stock and marked it
at pricei to win it.
Call to see u,-; it will oro4 you nothing
to look through cur mammoth stole at any
rate.
f
CO. 
igFiL 
r.V.T1 1
T anhery, .41 sh ryre.
PHPLESAIREIMIJSE
HANBICRY es BRAYER, Proprietor/.
Railroad Street, Bet. 10th tj. 11th.
ixopicirleviale 3Corlt1czr.
T. O. HANBERY, Salesman.
T - I.. 13 E--/ == IN 185
Sam'! Hodgson,
Importer and Manufacturer of
Marble-GA:II-Monuments
TABLETS, ETC., LTC,
CLARKVILLE: : TENNEF SEE.
Frank Dabney. 
.31uke Nelsen
Nelson ec Dabney,
Tobacco CommEsioll Monlmot
HOPKINSVILLE 1‘ AREHOUE.
COB. RAILROAD :-: AND 
-.- 11TH ST BEM
Sur-
prising
results
follow the use of
Clairette Soap.
It makes clothes
whiter and
washes them
better-with
less work, in
less tiniest
less expense
. le
••••-
CLAIRETTE
SOAP
• pure soap, a good soap, an
economical soap.
Made only by
The N. L Falrbank Company,
fn. Louis.
..AT
Caveats, and Trade-M*0-s Alward asdAll
cot biduness cord acted for  FAIL
Ova Orrick is Osrotut U, S. Paluev erne
one( we cause ..re patcut ACM Gina LW
remote from Wastangton.
Send mddel, chnemg or photo., win
thin. h• advise, if patentaLle or not, fuss
charge. tin' lee not doe hil patent is SeCalad.
A PAMPA LET, " tu °hum Pateata."
cost of same in the V. S. and long*
seam free. Address,
C.A.SNOW&CO.
OPP. PATENT °Melt. WAS001.111 CC.
•
FREE TO SELL :
our /;cw IIhmtrued
tetsl..guo of PI A V77
Oiaitik r ro
ettid'us
tera.liu•is.e...rr, hi
WITS VDUs, Si.E.:•-•
etc.. urn: tee c,•:-..d•i
FillatoalittOpitcsui,
iIXIpson. Most
Piret tastni,arte ,
peteiseed Satisfaction Guaranteed. Ai Rues
4:.,Gasisuvutlas. tX) acres licasmuss.
Address
MANZ & NEUNER, LOC110'11.1.11, ET
VOL
Ship your tobacco to
Rags dale
Cooper at Co.
MAIN STREET, HOPKINSVILE KY
F. GILL. E P TURICLET
CILL & TURNLEY,
Tobacco Warehousemen,
— :And General Ceneniaelan Merrhaot•:—
GRANGE WAREHOUSE,
Clarksville, - - - Tennessee.
The Fataonage Solicited on on who have tobaero to Per. nark tour heasseao• G I LL
Tramemeorttratg buns.. Cant, advaae a made on c uslguments.
TOM P MAJOR, J D HEADLEY, JR
Late of linarksvIlks. Ten*. Late of Givens. Headley A
MAJOR
Tobtcoo Warehoase,
TOM P. MAJOR & CO., Trom
LOUISVILLE, 1:!. .NIUCKYMelu &Dv:1i
Liberal advances. Your months free storage. D...1; audios
sales. Special attention to private sales.
J. Crendrick ('. D Runyon..
entral Warehouse
KENDRICK & RUNYON,
Tobacco Salesmen,
CLARKSVILLE - - TENNESSEE
l. P. BERNARD A. P. BICCNARIX, I' A 111 It
CENTRAL
TOBACCO WA REHOUSE 
*awards Barnard co., Proprietors,
Lworporated.)
LOUISVILLE. KYII" IWeal Ms 'ink
Mark Your Hogsheads "Central House."
Auction sales daily. Prruipt Rooms made. Fair in intbs
p>ctai • Dark 00.
JAS. W ESLN.4TiG.41T.HER,
ttAITHER&WEST
ifflaM DMI18810il MCNIE181
-
IV GTV1i,eeler TI If Faxon.
WHEELER, MILLS & COMPANY,
Tobacco Warehousemen
Commission Merchants
And Grain Dealers.
Fire-Proof Wanhouse, Cor. 7th and IL R. Sta.,
HOPKINSVILLE, - KY.
irar-Liberal Advance on Consignment& All Tobacco Sen ts Covered
by Insurance.
SOME DAY
and then if you do what this gentleman
has dome-get your wedding suit made
by Clark, and the knowledge of being
perfectly and faultlosely dressed imilI
add much to your joy on this auspicious
cam:mime There is a deal of romfort
rind satisfaction in the knowledge that
you are well dressed, and when your
new snit melee home from Clark's you
know you will have the appearance of a
'I I bred gentleman when you don it.
"ae.eaVre
ABERNATH & CO.
TObaccn Commission Merchants.
Central '.'Warehouse.
HOPKIg3VILLE NV; CRY
Stock Sale• •
. .. at J M. Renshaw
. . . & Son's Stable,
Saturday May 6, 1896.
and on First aud Third Saturdays in each month thereafter. All person
having Horses, Mule*, Cattle, Hogs, or stock of any kind to sell would do
well to bring them to us, and persons desiring to purchase anything of
the kind are atepectfally invited to attend these sales.
CHARGES REASONABLE. To enable our customers to make
their wants known, we have provided a REGISTER in which those hay-
ing stock to sell, or wanting to bay, may register their wants
Respectfully, J. M. RENSHAW & SON, Hopkinirville, Ky.
FINE TAILORING,
Spring and Summer
Suits Received.
Good suits and honest made clothing at prices to harmon.
ize with the times.
IR. X. ercoricrittia,
I presume we have used over
one hundred bottles of Piso's
Cure for Consumption in my
family, and I am continually advising others
to get it. Undoubtedly it is the
st-f
hi -
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